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WISH WEEKEND ·

Nikki Knowlton
Forum Staff Writer

t was Walt Disney who coined the
phrase, "A dream is a wish your.
heart makes," and that is the mission
of the Make-A-Wish Foundation. The
Make-A-Wish Foundation tries to grant
the wishes of children ranging from two
and a half years old to eighteen years
old who have life-threatening medical
co~ditions. Through the help of local
schools, volunteers, and donors, funds
are raised to 1'\elp fulfill the wish of '!
special child. On the weekend of April
24th-26th, Valparaiso University Law
School hosted three events to help fulfill
the wish of a yet-to-be-named child in
the Valparaiso Cqrnmunity. The Sports
and Entertainment Law Association
(SELA), The Running Club, and The
Business Law Association, in conjunction with the Student Bar Association
(SBA) organized a weekend of fun,
community support and hope.
On Friday, April 24th, SELA
hosted a kickball tournament. It was
held at the Eastgate Fields just east of
the main campus. There was a good
.turnout and everyone had a great time
playing kickball, eating and socializing.
There were some intense moments and
some collisions, but no one was hurt,
and it was all in good fun. SELA put
on a great event and next year's tournament should be even bigger and better!
The fundraiser was a great success and
raised about $130 for the Make-A-Wish
Foundation.

I

On Saturday, Ap.ril 25th, The
Running Club hosted a 5K Run, The
Ambulance Chase. The event brought
together law students, the undergrads,
and members of the community. The
weather was perfect and through the
help ofthe local police department, VU
Police Department and Valparaiso Fire
Department the race started without
a hitch. The Running Club estimated
there were at least 90 participants.
Josh Hood, president of The Running
Club, had no idea what he was getting
into when he started planning the 5K
run. But one would have never known
this was the first time that Josh Hood
planned a race. He mapped a route, got
the cooperation of local law enforcement and sponsorship from local establishments. Donations and sponsorship were provided by: Panera Bread,
Color Me Bronze, Citi Smith Barney,
Joseph & Mary Veracco, Starbucks,
Au Natural, Dunkin' Donuts, ·VUPD
and Blythe's Athletics. Participants
paid fifteen dollars which covered entry
fees, a t-shirt and a generous donation

to the Make-A-Wish Foundation. The
Valparaiso Fire Department volunteered
their time and ambulance for the cause,
even announcing over the ambulance's
PA system the countdown to start while
flashing the lights and sounding the sirens. There were some runners who got
lost, but aU-in-all, the run was a wonderful success. Even the weathc .... ovv
erated, giving just enough sunshine and
cloud free skies for the race. Once the
race was over, The Running Club was
able to collect a generous donation that
they were still counting at the time this
article went to print, but it is estimated
at almost over $1,500 ... Great job Josh
and The Running Club!!!
Sunday, April 26th was the last
event of the Make-A-Wish Weekend,
The Juris Open. The Juris Open was
a golfing tournament hosted by BLA.
The tournament was held at Duck Creek
Golf Course. At first it iooked !ike the
weather might not cooperate but in the
end, it turned out to be a great day for
golf. Forty participants representing the
law school and members ofthe commu-

nity came
out to show their support for the MakeA-Wish Foundation. The cost was fifty
dollars a per on, which included eighteen holes of golf, a cart, lunch and generous donation. Winners were awarded
with gift certificates from Gaucho.'s
Brazilian Steakhouse and Duffy's as
weii a golfing equipment. The lunch
was catered by Wagner's with BBQ
pulled pork, hamburgers. baked beans
and coleslaw. The Juri Open raised approximately $500 for .the Make-A-Wish
Foundation.
Ambulance Chase is off and running ... pun intended! Future lawyers and
members of the Valparaiso Community
going after the Ambulance in a 5K Run
benefiting the Make-A-Wish Weekend
Future lawyers and members of
the Valparaiso Community going after
the Ambulance in a 5K Run benefiting
the Make-A-Wish Weekend
The Make-A-Wish Weekend is
about community spirit and raising
money to fulfill the wish of a child
who has a life-threatening medical

condition. While attending The Ambulance Chase I met Alicia Areco and
Joseph Langley. Alicia's niece, Miranda
Springer, received a wish through the
Make-A-Wish Foundation. They came
out to show their support for this wonderful organization and put a face to the
mis ion of Make-A-Wish. Miranda's
condition is currently in remission and
she 1s a tremendously brave young lady.
Alicia and Miranda are examples of the
power of a wi h and the po itive impact
the Make-A-Wish Foundation has on
people's lives. A special thank you to
Alicia, Jos~ph and especially Miranda
for reminding all of us why the MakeA-Wish Foundation is important, how
we can all make a difference and that a
dream is truly a wish the heart makes!
Alicia Arceo and Joseph Langley
are member of the Valparaiso Community. Alicia s niece was a "lecipent of a
wish through the Make-A-Wish Foundation
Nikki is a 2L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu.

Fi-eedom of Choice Act Debate
Jus Vitae hosts FOCA
discussion
John Bayard
Forum Staff Writer

O

n Wednesday, AprilS, 2009,
the seats in Benson were full
as Jus Vitae held a discussion on the Freedom of Choice Act
(FOCA). As stated in his opening address, Mike Duffy, the President of
Jus Vitae, indicated that FOCA was
originally introduced in 1989, with
the goal of enshrining in federal law
the right to abortion. Since then, 1t
has gone through several revisions,
including a 2007 revision, which excoriated the Supreme Court's upholding on the Partial Birth Abortion Ban
Act of2003.
The two speakers for the event,
Professor Ivan Bodensteiner and
Clarke Forsythe discussed the irnpli-

cations of enacting FOCA and its judicial impact. Each speaker was given
thirty minutes to speak followed by
questions from the audience.
Speaking first, Professor Bodensteiner gave a brief background of
the history of Supreme Court cases
dealing with abortion. Professor
Bodensteiner noted that, while in Roe
v. Wade the Court stated abortion
was a fundamental right, the Court
altered its view in Casey v. Planned
Parenthood, stating that abortion was
a protected liberty interest. Professor
Bodensteiner, with the help of a Venn
diagram, showed that FOCA would
not substantially expand the Court's
current holding on abortion. He concluded with a suggestion that Justice
Kennedy would be the swing vote on
any case that would attempt to challenge FOCA, and he would likely
find it as unconstitutional.
After finishing, Clarke Forsythe,
author of a new book called Politics
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for the Greatest Good, began his discussion by stating that FOCA is designed to apply to all state and federal
statutes. Forsythe remarked that if
passed, FOCA would eliminate any
regulation allowing abortions ince
Roe v. Wade. "It is about deregulation," said Forsythe when referring
to FOCA. Forsythe also sugge ted
that the passage . of FOCA will have
the same effect as the passage of the
Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1856.
Both speakers discussed how the
14th Amendment and the Commerce
Clause of the Constitution would apply ~o FOCA. Professor Bodensteiner
noted several times in his discussion,
however, that "the Court would view
any case dealing with FOCA's constitu_tionality more as a abortion issue,
than one dealing with the Commerce
Clause".
After both speakers finished, the
audience, a composition of both law
students and members of the com-
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munity, asked questions. The questions themselves varied. At one point,
some audience member asked if state
legislators can pass a law stating that
there is a right to life. Both speakers
noted that the individual states have
the ability to do exactly that, hut mo t
states are hesitant to do so. Professor
Bodensteiner even noted that if there
is a right to life, then states would be
required to provide food and medical
treatment to ensure the health of every person.
Each seme ter Ju Vitae holds
different events on the issue of abortion ranging from speakers to debate
and movies ... We held this fomm to
create dialogue with students and
spark interest in the issue," Mike
Duffy said.

John is a I L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.
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The Docket
&#%@ this: Supre1ne Court rules on profanity during live broadca ts
Christy Commers
Forum StaffWriter

I

n FCC l~ Fox Tele~·ision Stations.

2009 WL 111 715 (U.S. 2009), the
Court narrowly upheld an FCC rule
which threatened fines for the use of
expletive on live television. The Ju tice , in a 5-4 decision with six separate
opinions, overturned a Second Circuit
ruling for Fox. The circuit court's decision remanded the case back to the FCC
for an analysis of the tougher standard.
Instead of i uing the analysi , the FCC
appealed to the Supreme Court.
The controver y started when
Bono, Cher, and Nicole Ritchie used
the F-and S-words during award shows.
As a result of these outbursts, the FCC
changed its long standing policy and
implemented the "fleeting expletive"
rule. The rule finds some words are so
offensive that when they are used, they
always evoke images of sex· or bodily
functions. The previous policy allowed
s~tions one free expletive before being
fined and words now considered '"fleeting expletives" were not offensive.
According to the Associated Press, the
FCC felt the policy change was necessary to keep broadcast television and
radio free from profanity when children
may be watching.
The crux of this case focused on
whether the FCC reasonably changed
the policy, concluding that profanity
related to sex and bodily functions is always indecent. Justice Antonio Scalia,
for the Court, wrote that the agency's
action does not require a more ext~n
sive standard of review, arguing that an
analysis that is more extensive than that
used to adopt the policy is not required
for every policy change. Additionally,
Justice Scalia held that the new policy
was neither arbitrary nor capricious.
In her dissenting opinion, Justice Ruth

Bader Gin burg wrote that the FCC's
action violate the Fir t Amendment
right to freedom of peech. Ju tice John
Paul Steven , in his dis ent, wrote that
while 'fleeting expletive '' can be bad,
there is also allowable language that
can have an equally negative effect on
children, citing the vast number of commercial advertising erectile dysfunc-

tion and prostate prescriptions.
This decision is likely not the end
of the debate, as the Justices stated the
rule could still be found unconstitutional, and asked if the Court of Appeals
should determine whether the "fleeting expletive" rule violates the First
Amendment.
As expected, there was reaction on
both sides of the issue. AnAssociated
Press article stated that Acting FCC
Chairman Michael Copps celebrated the

decision, as did Tim Winter, the pre ident of the Parents Television Council,
an advocacy group. Fox was upset by
the decision, but felt it would win on
the First Amendment claim.
And now for the opinion of the
Cornmers Court ... I see the need to ensure children can watch tv and listen
to the radio without being exposed to
indecent language, but
I do not find the majority's view meshes with
today's television viewing. As the Associated
Press noted, FCC rules
are only enforceable on
broadcast media, so cable
stations and the internet
can do as they wish without worrying about fines
from government agencies. Harsh regulations
will only serve to move
all live events (such as
award shows and sporting events), from broadcast to cable television,
and out of the reach of
those who cannot afford
or choose not to subscribe to cable or satellite
television. Having said
that, celebrities must take
responsibility for what
they say and do. It is unfair to punish a television
station for the words of
someone looking for publicity based
on what they say. We also must realize that news events can happen live
on television and the reactions to those
circumstances may cause expletives
to be said. Common sense should rule
how the FCC enforces this rule.
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Christy is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.
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May 7
• Finals Start

DATES TO REMEMBER. ...
(for returning students)

May16
• Final Exams End

Fill out your FAFSA prior to
school starting!

May21
• Black and White Ball
Aberdeen Manor, 6pm-12am

August 17-25
• Registration confirmation

May22
• 3L Champagne Reception
Strongbow Inn, 5pm-7pm

August 19-21
• New student orientation
August 24
• Instruction begins

May23
• Commencement
VU Chapel at 1Oam, doors open at
9am! Reception immediately following at the Harre Union.
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he Federalist Society Debate
Students learn about
how the Freedom of
Rel~gion is affected after
Smith
David Johnson
Forum Managing Editor

the Establishment and Exercise
Clauses has led to a ''jurisprudence of minutia." Solitary events
like a rabbi saying a prayer prior
to a midaie school graduation ceremony have led to excessive litigation because there is currently
no definitive test on these Clauses
in operation.
Although Levinson interprets the holding of Smith . and
the Clauses differently, she was
in agreement with Garry over the
years of ambiguity Supreme Court
decisions have caused on the topic. As Levinson aid, although we
may hold the Supreme Court and
its justices in the greatest regard,
they're people too, and the mingling of religion and government
leads to- a terribly slippery slope
of what's too much and what action -is permissible.
And, as a question at the end
of the two presentations pointed
out, the deeply personal issues of
religion and government will likely continue to divide the Justices
on the Court for years to come.

n Tuesday April 28th, the
Federalist Society held
a debate on Freedom of
Religion and Supreme Court jurisprudence. The two keynote
speakers for this event were
Valparaiso University School of
Law's Professor Rosalie Levinson
and Professor Patrick Garry, of
Sout)l Dakota University School
of Law.
The specific topics of the afternoon were the Establishment
Clause, the Exercise Clause of the
United States Constitution, and
what the Supreme Court's decision in Employment Division v.
Smith which is a case concerning a ban on peyote and Native
Americans. This _case spawned
the Religious Freedom Restoration Act. An additional topic cov- David is a 1L and can be reached
ered in the debate was the various at forum@valpo. edu.
approaches Supreme Court justices have utilized in examining
what constitutes a violation of the
church-state barrier.
Garry stated that the lack of
a consistent and encompassing
approach to challenges against

Frotn the Other Side of Catnpus •••
IMPROVED HIGHWAY
SAFETY AIM OF
PROFESSOR'S WORK

V

ALPARAISO, Ind. A
Valparaiso University engineering professor is using his
expertise in traffic safety to help revise
the nearly 50-year-old standards _for
the safety zones bordering the nation's
highways.
Dr. Karl Zimmerman, assistant
professor of civil engineering, has received a grant of approximately $40,000
to support his work on a project being
conducted by the National Cooperative
Highway Research Program to develop
improved guidelines for highway safety
zones.
Dr. Zimmerman, whose research
has focused on traffic operations, safety
and an~lysis, said he and other researchers are re-examining clear zones - unobstructed, relatively flat areas beyond
the edge of highway lanes that allow a
driver to stop safely or regain control of
a vehicle.
"The idea of having clear zones
for freeways developed in the 1960s
because engineers realized tbat people
who lost control of their vehicles needed a recovery area or they were likely to
hit objects near the sides of roads such
as trees or signs," Dr. Zimmerman said.
Guidelines for how large of a
clear zone to -leave were developed at
that time based on traffic volume, speed
and other roadside conditions, bunhose
standards are based on old and limited
data.

"The distances that were developed for clear zones are based on data
that's 50 years old _: when the nation's
highway system was much different
than it is today," Dr. Zimmerman said.
"There's a need to update the clear zone
values for the United States to better re-·
fleet the present state of our roads and
the vehicles traveling on them."
Curbs, walls, barriers, piers,
sign and signal supports, mature trees,
landscapmg items and power poles are
among the features that can affect a
driver's speed or lane position iflocated
too close to the roadway edge. Dr. Zimmerman noted that recovery areas along
highways are often not completely clear
of all such objects and have steeper
slopes than desired, while at the same
time it can be very expensive for transportation agencies to provide as Large a
recovery area as they desire.
"There's a balance that needs to be
struck in providing a reasonable opportunity for a driver to regain control of
or slow down an errant vehicle without
making the cost of road construction
prohibitive," Dr. Zimmerman said.
Dr. Zimmerman's current focus is
revising a computer model he created as
a graduate student in the 1990s to determine what impact clear zones of different widths have on traffic crash rates.
"We can't do that type of testing
on highways for two reasons," Dr. Zimmerman said. "First, setting up a potentially unsafe situation violates the ethics of professional engineering practice
to ensure the safety and welfare of the

general public. Second, crashes are relatively rare occurrences in any single1ocation, so data collection would literally
take years or even decades - too long
to be of much use. By the time we had
enough data on any one location, the
conditions surrounding crashes would
have changed again."
After revising his computer model to analyze data from ~ variety of
highways across the country, Dr. Zimmerman also will be involveq in the
cost-benefit analysis of using different
widths for clear zones.
Dr. 'Zimmerman expects his work on
the project will take approximately 18
months to complete.
Dr. Zimmerman joined the faculty of Valpo 's College of Engineering
(valpo.edu/engineering) in 2007. He
previously conducted traffic research at
the Texas Transportation Institute and
won the TTT/Trinity Indu tries New
Researcher Award in 2005. Scholarly
journals have published his studies on
improving intersection safety, c,letection
control systems at intersections redlight running and roadside safety.
For forther information regarding
this news release, please contactDustin ·Wunderlich or Reggie Syrcle at
219.464.5]]4 or via e-mail .to University.Relations@valpo.edu.
Visit
Valparaiso University on the Web at
www. valpo. edu.
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Conversations Project

New Orleans Pro Bono Trip

Greener Pastures for the
American Environment

Report on Annual New Orleans
Pro Bono Trip
Derrick A. Carter
Professor of Law

T

wenty-four
Valparaiso
University
School of Law students met Professor
Carter in ew Orlean during spring
break. from March 1 - March 8, 2009 to work
in the Orleans PublicDefender Office and the
Legal Aid Office. There are 33 public defenders
in New Orleans and 92 prosecutors. While the
city is recoYering, the criminal justice system
is far behind.
Many students drove through a massive
snow storm in Atlanta and Alabama. It took
them approximately 20 hours (normally 11) to
arrive on Sunday, March 1st. They shared many
good stories of the trip. They were tired, but rn
ery good " pirits."
The criminal students (19) handled morning and evening bond hearings, wrote legal
memos, watched death penalty trials, conducted projects on the appointment of counsel, and
called family members to secure the release of
inmates.
The civil students (5) handled forfeiture,
housing issues, title issues, and employment
compensation.
The students worked very hard and received many compliments from the attorneys
and administrators. Valo Law has an outstanding reputation at the Defender Office for delivering thorough, creative, and speedy research
to the trial attorneys. Assistant Administrator
Steve Singer has invited us repeatedly to summer externships.
The students worked late each night, and
still enjoyed the sights and sounds of New Orleans. No matter how late they (we) pursued
the innocent joys of New Orleans (basketball
games, the historical Church of the St. Pole, a
slot here or there), they (we) were ready for every morning bond hearings.
In each of the previous five trips to New

Orleans, the Valpo law students show energy,
competence, and professionalism. The students
were a joy to behold and I am extremely proud
of them as they jumped into real litigation and
turned losing cases into magic. The students
were well versed in search and seizure law - to
the delight of the attorneys. I see the same effort
in our criminal externships and in our criminal
clinic. It is important for students to study criminal procedure (both classes) before taking a bar
exam and because these issues touch us in our
daily legal lives.
It was a lively groups of students who attended: Joe Bent (you can only imagine, laughs
galore), Vanessa Sheehan (knows all about river
dancing and more), Kent Stack
house (former bartender from South Beach, a
quick study), Rob Woodward (who would introduce himself to anyone - in or out of the French
Quarter), Elizabeth Plank (will work an issue to
death), Gregg Shankman (quiet guy during the
day, come to life at night, knows all about juvenile law by now), Alison Preest (vewy, vewy
quiet), Anthony Bernardi (stayed up with the
best), Brian Bernardino (the greatest compliment- "you're the coolest professor, ever,"), Nicole Knowlton (the glue to hold things together,
she visited twice, "Cartier"), Terri MayweatherJanes (Terri - "still waters"), Chad Nally (the
general), Amanda Hires (visited twice), Uzma
Satti (visited twice), Mary Burnett (and her
pick-up truck), Viet Pham (scientist at work),
Emily Meyer (another scientist, future adminis- trator), and Adam Hartis (remember Halloween,
great company).
The Legal Aid students were Bill Fagerstrom (received his own office), Rick DeJong
(New Orleans was the perfect place), Korin
· Knutson (many followers), Dustin Detzer (the
driver), and Sameer Aleem (businessman at
work).
The Valpo Law students were wonderful.
Please consider the trip for next year.
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Nathan Vis
Forum Staff Writer

M

eeting for the last time this semester, and
perhaps for the final time in its tenure at
the University, the Conversations Project addressed the future of American environmental policy, in an event entitled "Greener Pastures: A
New Era of Environmental Policy?"
The three panel members brought a wide
variety of views and backgrounds to inform the
audience. Dana Dobosz, a current Valparaiso University School of Law second year student, started
the conversation by discussing her view of environmental policy through her experience as a park
ranger in the Indiana Dunes. "I came into the service with high hopes of utilizing the national park
as an educational tool for its visitors," said Dobosz,
"but instead I found it to be more concerned about
financing state-of-the-art bathrooms and the newest vehicles we could buy. Environmental policy
shifts only work if people are educated at a local
level, if changes are made at a local level - we
need to move beyond dropping Twinkie wrappers
wherever we please."
Kim Ferraro, the Executive Director of the
Legal Environmental Aid Foundation, agreed with
Dobosz that education and action at the local level
was key, but added that strong federal measures
were needed. "I believe that a strong federal comprehensive agenda needs to be set, to ensure decisive action."

Mary Irwin, the appointed Director for Indiana's Center for Coal Technologies, cautioned a
hastened approach to more stringent federal regulation. "We have come a long way in cleaning up
the air in America - anyone that has lived in a major city for a period of time can attest to that."
When asked about their approaches to cleaning and greening the environment - each of the
three had a different idea. For Dobosz, "It's not
enough to say we are going green. For too many
folks it becomes hip to do, we feel good about going green in a certain area of our life, and we feel
out duty is done." Irwin asked back, "What more
can we do to turn coal, a dirty black rock, clean?
We need it and its energy to fuel steel mills and
other industries to create photo-voltaic cells for
solar power and to create and transport wind turbines- is the expenditure of more energy to create
these sources of energy really enhancing air quality?" Ferraro replied that they did indeed enhance
the environment, "for these are sources of renewable energy which over time do not contribute to
carbon pollution of the environment."
The Conversations Project, a collaborative
effort between the Valparaiso University and the
Law School, designed to address issues of our time
and foster civil discourse, has been in existence
for over five years. Professor of Law Jeremy Telman has led the group's successful efforts over the
past five years, and recently announced that he was
stepping down from chairing the group, leaving
open the leadership position to someone new to
carry on the tradition of intelligent discourse and
simple conversation. .
Nathan is a 2L and can be reached at forum@
valpo.edu.
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International Law in the Domestic Cofl-text
Penelope Andrews
Professor of Law
merican legal scholars, citing
The Paquete Habana, confidently declared that international law is part of United States law.
However, recent American legal devel-,
opments suggest that t~ere has been a
shift from this contention, to_wards an
increasing assertion of Amencan sovereignty, or American exceptionalism.
This trend stands in direct contrast to
recent international legal developments .
in which other democracies regularly
consider international law in their domestic jurisprudence. The Canadian Supreme Court and the Indiana Supreme
Court represent such a trend, as well as
regional courts, such as the European
Court of Human Rights and the InterAmerican Court. In fact, the judges of
the South African Constitutional Court,
another example, are mandated by their
country's constitution to consider inter-

A

national law in their deliberations.
These contradictory legal trends
therefore raise some questions: First,
what role should international law, particularly international human rights law,
play in the American domestic context?
Second, which American legal issues
lend themselves to greater reception of
international law? Third, are there comparable legal experiences in other jurisdictions from which American legal
advocates, judges, and legal scholars
could learn? These are not mere academic inquiries. Indeed, contemporary
American legal issues, including the use
of torture, immigration, the death penalty, national security, raise questions
that resonate both at the national and
international levels.
On Friday April 3, 2009,
Valparaiso University School of Law
hosted a conference, entitled, International Law in the Domestic Context, in
which these questions were explored
by a group of legal scholars and advo-

cates from around the United States, as
well as South Africa, Australia, China,
and Canada. The keynote speaker was
Professor John Dugard, an esteemed international law scholar based at the University of Leiden in the Netherlands,
and a Distinguished Visiting Professor
at Duke Law School.
The opening panel considered the
implementation of international human
rights law in the domestic (American)
context, some arguing for the reiteration
of international law as part of United
States law, while some questioned the
pertinence of international legal principles to a robust and well-established
American constitutional structure. In
particular, one speaker resisted what he
saw as a growing international human
rights hegemony, that sought to supplant well-established American constitutional principles.
This question also surfaced in the
second panel that considered the issue
of national security and international

PAD Fifth Annual Judges' Dinner
Terri Mayweather-Jones
Production Editor

n April 27, 2009, Phi Alpha
Delta (PAD) held its fifth annual judges' dinner at the
Valparaiso University's Christopher
Center. Over thirty students and faculty
members came out to enjoy a delightful dinner and conversation with prestigious judges and magistrates from the
surrounding Indiana area. Overall, the
dinner was a successful networking opportunity for students.
The setup of the dinner allowed
students to have a one-on-one with the
judges and magistrates in a friendly environment. Each table consisted of at
least one judge surrounded by several
eager and attentive Valparaiso University School of law students. Judges
spoke with students about a wide array of topics, including the qualities
sought when recruiting interns and externs. "The dinner was a success and
so many students came out which was a
great surprise considering finals around

O

law. Strong disagreement surfaced
among the speakers about the balancing of national security concerns and
the human rights imperatives of various
international legal documents, including the Convention Against Torture, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Geneva Conventions,
and others.
The closing panel, evaluating
comparative perspectives, explored the
role of international law in the panelists' domestic jurisdictions. The speakers from Australia and Canada argued
for a vigilance by Australian and Canadian judges about their country's
international legal obligations. One, a
practicing attorney, explained how he
utilized international legal arguments
in his representation of clients who are
charged under Australia's national security laws. They all lamented the fact that
Australian and Canadian courts were
not always loyal to their international
obligations when adjudicating legal is-

sues that have international resonance.
The closing speaker on the panel, a
Chinese legal scholar, gave a thoughtful presentation on halting attempts by
Chinese lawyers and judges to utilize
international law in their deliberations,
in line with the reality that international
law is part of Chinese domestic law.
The interesting range of papers
raised importlmt and provocative questions, without necessarily answering
any of them decisively. This is the measure of the success of the conference,
namely, leaving participants and the
audience with further questions for later
exploration.
The papers from the conference
will be published by the Valparaiso University Law Review.

VELS Conference

the corner, " .said Breanne Bucher, PAD
President.
Judge Mary Harper, one of several
guest speakers at the event, spoke to
students about the road to success after law school and the do's and dont's
of courtroom etiquette. Other judges
and magistrates in attendance included
Judge Allen Sharp, Judge Kathleen
Lang, Judge David Chidester, Magistrate Edward Nemeth, and Magistrate
Nancy Gettingelnop.
The executive board of PAD
would like to extend a special thanks
to all the Valpo Law students for taking
time from their study schedules to come
out and enjoy the dinner. The Board anticipates that the annual judges' dinner
will continue to be a helpful network
opportunity for students for many years
to come. They encourage students to return again for next year's sixth annual
judges' dinner.
Terri Mayweather-Janes is a 2L and can
be reached atforum@valpo.edu.

FROM THE

LAW LIBRARY
Dean Persyn
Joshua Hermes

Law Librarian

Forum StaffWriter

-
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s we come to the end of the
2009 academic year, I wish you
goodbye and best wishes on behalf of the librarians and support staff of
the Law Library.
For the 3 Ls, good luck in your
future careers. Remember that we are
still here to help you with those complicated research questions that come
along from time to time. You can call
or email us.
For the 1Ls and 2Ls, see you in the
fall. Have a good summer. If you get
stuck on a research problem this summer, feel free to contact us also.
Finally, three sources to consider

if you get stuck on a research question:
If you are stuck for a place to begin your research, consider the Legal
Research Engine from Comell- http://
library.lawschool.corne!J .edu/WhatWeDo/ResearchGuides/CLL-Legal-Research-Engine.cfm.
A second source of help: The Law
Librarians Research Exchange- http://
www.llrx.com/
And a third option, Zimmerman's
Legal Research Guide: an online encyclopedia for legal researchers - http://
www.lexisnexis. com/infopro/zimmerman/

W

hile many Vaiparaiso University School of Law students were enjoying their
second week of Spring Break, a group
of six 2Ls representing the Valparaiso
Environmental Law Society made the
trek to Keystone, Colorado to join environmental law professors and practitioners for a four-day conference on
environmental law. The American Bar
Association Section on Environmental
Law held its 38th, and final conference
at Keystone (next year's conference will
begin annual convention in Salt Lake
City), on March 12-15 with the the.me
of"The Next Generation."
Keystone is a bit of a trek from
Valparaiso. It was a short car ride to the
bus stop for a bus ride to the airport for
a flight to Denver"followed by a shuttle
bus from Denver to our hotel in Keystone. The irony of holding an environmental conference, legal or otherwise,
in such a remote area of the Colorado
Rockies was not lost on many of the attendees. Discussion on the conference's
carbon-footprint broke out in at least
two sessions that I attended.
In one of the conference's more
animated plenary sessions, attendees
took up debate on the theme of "The
·Next Generation," discussing how best
to help current and future law students
enter public interest law, and offering

opm10ns on the merits of public versus private environmental law practice.
Evidently, many environmental lawyers
work in both public and private practice
at some point. So, the theme was rather
fortuitous for the record 40-some law
students in attendance.
Nevertheless, ABA conferences
appear geared for practicing attorneys
above all else. In theory, this presents
a promising atmosphere for introducing oneself to and engaging with attorneys whose job you would like to
have. In reality, the atmosphere leaves
you scrambling to think of something to
contribute. Imagine a Civil Procedure
lecture filled with experts in the field.
Plan B for networking was catching your target during some conference
downtime. By far, the most popular
pastime for attendees during downtime at the conference was ~oing up
the slopes. I'm not much of a skier.
So, with no chance of networking on
the peaks or lifts, 1 filled my time with
sandwich lunches, trips to the hot tub ,
and an almost comic concern with staying hyQ.rated as a means of staving off
altitude sickness. At least one member
of our party succumbed to altitude sickness, and had to spend an entire day in
bed.
I felt grateful for a prolonged chat
with a conference speaker while riding
one of the faithful shuttle buses that
looped from conference center to hotel to ski lift, or a chance meeting with
an attorney for the National Resources
Defense Council in the hot tub on the

fourth-floor deck of our hotel.
I came away with the impression that much of the environmental
law community anticipates significant
change to environmental laws in the
very near future. There have been
two significant developments in environmental law and policy since attending the conference: first, the Environmental Protection Agency issued
an endangerment finding for carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases,
which means they are recognized by
the EPA as air pollutants and subject
to regulation under the Clean Air Act;
second, Congress held three days of
hearings on the. draft Clean E-nergy
and Security Act, which if passed will
be the first climate legislation in the
United States.
1 also came away with a mild
resentment for the strictly homogenous culture of aggressively mellow
ski bums that permeates Key tone. I
came away with several tubes of iip
balm, the preferred swag of conference sponsors. Mostly, T came away
with the feeling that there are people
out there like me, a community of
people, small though it may be, interested in the future of environmental law, which is all you can a k for
sometimes.
Joshua. is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu.
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The Dean's Corner From the Career Planning .C enter
JoEIIen Lind

were very few women in my clas and
few women profe ors. But, after se eral month , things tarted to jell and I acFaculty Development
tually began to enjoy the give-and-take.
One thing that I will always treaure about my legal education is that
Teaching You-A Per onal, Even "Sapit made me (I hope) a more analytical,
py" Reflection
tolerant, and sophi ticated thinker about
am sure you have wondered what different point of view. I "got if' that
make law professors "tick." I know you can't persuade people who di agree
that I did from the first moment that by imply repeating how much you care
r stepped into a law school class-and about a po ition-arguments matter. As
Profe or Berner is fond of aying. real
that was a long time ago. 1972 to be exdialogue begins when each person conact. There is no way that I could speak
cedes he or he might be wron~. Later
for the whole faculty, but I can explain
on, when I went into legal education,
my conclu ion that I am incredibl) privI was able to connect the dots between
ileged to be your profes or.
the e insights.
My decision to get a legal educaBy the time I graduated, a number
tion was first about becoming a practicof my professors had become role moding attorney I came from an extended
els for me and I peculated about what it
family that was very loving. but had few
resources and little education. I \\as the might be like to teach. I had no idea how
first per on to go to college and certainly to make that a reality; having no family
experience with ad\'anccd education,
the first of our 'kin'' to get an advanced
I had little idea' how to become a law
degree. For u , lawyers seemed to have
an incredible amount of political power, professor. I won't bore you with the particular detail -my journey into legal
secure jobs, and higher social status.
education was a product of good meoand we wanted to know what that was
tofing and luck, and my time practicing
about. Our family was also focused on
law also made a difference to my skill
social justice-after all, my grandfather
et and attitude toward teaching. Over
had worked on a dredge boat for a couple of dollars a day, seven days a week the years, I have taught in four different
·
law schools all
during the Great
,.....--------,--------...., over the country.
Depression.
Valparaiso is the
And, I attended
one that has my
high school in
heart. So where
a state where
does that leave
racial segregathings?
tion was. still the
a
It
is
practice more
unique opportuthat a decade afnity to be able
ter Brown v. the
to explore in
Board of Eduteaching
and
cation. Finally,
·writing how lelet's not forget
gal institutions
the
feminist
affect
human
movement and
behavior,
normy four brothmative values,
ers constantly
social change,
telling me that
reasoning-you
I could not do
name it. One of
things because I
the.. greatest gifts
was "a girl." So,
I went to law school to better myself of a legal education is that it applies
to so many topics ~nd empowers us to
and make a difference in all these areas
and more; but, I was not clear on what school ourselves to become experts in
almost anything; by doing that we help
that meant to me.
Initialfy, law school was difficult out clients. Much more important than
the intellectual freedom law teaching
to figure out. My undergraduate eduprovides ine personally, however, is the
cation had been at a place where the
classes were small and everyone was joy of connecting with you. And that is
my main point here. Each year, I have
treated as an individual. Let's face it, I
the opportunity to meet new students,
was always a "nerd" as well-my idea
to learn from people with a myriad of
of a good time was to watch a documenlife experiences, and to share ideas with
tary about ancient languages or read a
individuals who show the full range of
book about number theory. So, intellechuman personality. And, I learn an imtual curiosity and a love of knowledge
mense amount from you. It is our infor its own sake has always been a part
teraction that makes the magic-when
of me-being able to pass that forward
things are really working-in and outis a large part of who I am today. But, it
side the classroom. So, consider this a
was hard to translate all of this when I
kind of homage to you as our students.
began law school.
I have the best job in the world, because
At UCLA, I was one of more than
50,000 students and I felt alienated and you and I can ponder together about the
law as it is, as it should be, and what
confused at first. It dido 't help that the
it might mean to us and our children's
Socratic Method was hard to decode
children. Thank you for the privilege.
and 1 couldn't connect it to the issues
that I really_cared about. Also, there

Surviving and thriving in the current job market:
Tips for career success

Professor of Law and Associate Dean for

l

Christine Corral
Executive Director; CPC

ALP: The Association for Legal Career Professionals (2009)
and the -ational Law Journal
(2009) reported the status of legal recruiting as "grim." ALP reports ·'all
of the markers that m·easure the strength
of the legal employment market for new
lav.-yer , such as law firm recruiting le\els for summer programs and summer
program outcomes. trended dowm\ ard
in 2008 .... And, reported the market for
entry-level legal employment as measurably constricted." The ational Law
Journal reported that nearly two-thirds
of lav.. school graduates have jobs lined
up before they get their diplomas. How-"'
ever, '•today, a big question mark hovers
above the clas of 2009" as some firms
have delayed associate start dates for six
months or even a' year. Others accepted
·offers only to have them rescinded. But
many more third-year students .... are
uncertain about where they will go."
The portrait that these two sources
portray is rather dismal. Conversely,
and not surprising, sources such as Hildebrandt (2009) and Robert Denney Associates, Inc. (2009) recently reported
increased rates in law firm mergers.
However, these sources discuss the advantage of the mergers taking place.
Hildebrandt indicated in the first
quarter of 2009 there were 33 completed law firm mergers and acquisitions
involving U.S. law firms. The largest of

N

these mergers was between K&L Gates
and Bell, Boyd & Lloyd in Chicago.
These mergers and acquisitions ~e
creating employment opportunities. In
addition to tracking merger~ and acquisitions among law firms, Hildebrandt
also tracks office openings. Hildebrandt
reported the most current "hot" geographic areas in the U.S. are California,
Phoenix and Florida.
Robert Denney Associates, Inc.
reported in the first quarter of 2009 that
small and mid-size firms are doing more
than just surviving the current state of
the economy, some are doing ve1-y well.
The burning question is, why? Robert
Denney Associates, Inc. reports. "For
the mo t part, their practices \'.'ere not
dependent on major clients in the financial, automotive and real estate indus:..
tries among others .... and they have also
identified opportunities to not only survive but-, now or in the future, to thrive.''
These successes are due to some of the
following: strate~ic planning, practice
area focus, industry and geographic focus, client relationships, business development, pricing, and more.
As a job seeker, you can either let
yourself get caught up in the turmoil or
develop a strategic recruitment plan of
your own to ensure career success. A
look at the employment statistics from
the class of 2008 supports the recent
report from Robert Denney Associates,
Inc. with regard to small to mediumsized law firms as 57 percent of emp~oyed graduates from the class of2008

reported working for small to mediumsized law firms. Additional employment
prospects also exist in the government
sector (see USAjobs.gov).
Overall, the government is on a
hiring overhaul which is creating opportunities for new lawyers. The IRS
and the Social Security Administration
reported hiring hundreds and even thousands of new attorneys. Like the small
to medium-sized firms, Valparaiso Law
graduates compete well m the government sector. In fact, approximately 23
percent of the employed graduates from
the class of 2008 reported working in
government.
While it is important to remain
current on the trends in the economy,
there is hope for job seekers. Small to
medium-sized firms and the government sector should not be overlooked.
Are you willing to seize the opportunity
to ensure your career success? If so,
contact the Career Planning Center to
discuss your strategic recruitment plan
at: 219-465-7814 or visit Wesemann
room ·125. The services of the Career
Planning Center are available to all students and alumni of Valparaiso University School of Law.

For more information on the reports
cited in this article, please visit: www.
nalp.org, www.robertdenney.com, www.
hildebrand!. com and www.nlj.com

Collaborative Efforts Introduce Waf/ of Success
Cooperatively Submitted By:
Mark Adams, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Chair, Career Planning Center Faculty Committee
Joe Baruffi, Director of Student Relations
Christine Corral, Executiye Director
- Career Planning Center
Career Planning Student Advisory
Committee

T

he Career Planning Center recently launched a new initiative, the "Wall of Success." The
"Wall of Success" profiles students who ·
have volunteered to share employment
updates inQluding the types of positions
and employers with whom they have secured either full-time or part-time employment. In response to the invitations
sent to all law students, the students
who volunteered to be on the "Wall" are
helping emphasize the importance of
gaining professional experience prior to
and upon graduation.
These students have secured em-

ployment through a variety of resources
some of which include personal networking, student membership in bar
associations, the Career Planning Center's Symplicity recruiting technology,.
participation in networking events, direct application, on-campus interviews
sponsored by the Career Planning Center, and more. The Career Planning
Center apd the School of Law are proud
of the successes of our students and
alumni and want to acknowledge those
who wish to be recognized.
The Wall of Success initiative is
part of a multiphase initiative to collect
the employment information of each
class (lL, 2L and 3L) similar to the annual Graduate Employment Survey the
CPC conducts for NALP: The National
Association for Legal Professionals and
other ranking and reporting agencies.
Since February 2009 and through regular e-mail communications, the Career
Platming Center, the CPC's Student Advisory Committee, and the Presidents _pf
many of our student organizations here

2

at the Law School have helped the CPC
gather employment information on students.
The CPC team will continue to
work toward a more formalized process
of gathering the employment information of students. The employment information of Valparaiso Law is equally
important for prospective students as
well as alumni (many of whom assist
with creating employment opportunities
at their firms and organizations).

If you

are a student that would like to
be included on the "Wall of Success,"
please contact Natalie Kijurna, Asso- ·
ciate Director of the Career Planning
Center at: natalie.kijurna@valpo.edu.
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The Music Buzz

• into the co mop litan. fr '\\he lin t rica! magician he hint at being capabl
of. rnic ·o far ha\ tomted a I \'e
Joshua Hermes &
hate relation hip \\ ith Roth which i.
Nathan Vining
probabl} be~.: au e hi fir t inglc. "I lo e
Forum Mustc Cnttcs
College. and ~e, era! other ong on th
album are difficult to take eriou ly b cau e of the1r l:yric . F~: in tance. the
·ong "A I" i a ong , ..·here he trie ~
A her Roth - A lcep in the Bread
to di tingui h himself from Eminem.
isle
\\hicb i really JUSt unn ce ary to do
on his debut album and ju 't create· a
ith the changing of the sealame song.
on and the migration into
In a po itiYe note. though. the
libraries and coffee hop for
album ha two redeeming qualities. It
final preparation, there is a good chance
is really dynamic and features a lot of
you caught wind of Asher Roth's fir t
aried beats which make the album a
single,"I Lo,·e College."or knov. somea whole an entertaining listen, and it
one who has. The ong depicts an all too
ample orne quality song from other
familiar college party scene. the kind of
artists such a Weezer "Say It Ain't So''
them at various moments. But de pite
wild party cene w may only dream of and features a lot of other artists, which
all of the great new music out lately
reproducing at next year's Halloween
we wanted to include something in the
add to the dynamic qualitie of the alparty.
bum. Stand out tracks include"I Love
column that you all have heard of and
With the release of "Asleep in the
could definitely enjoy, and this is it.
College, "Be By Myself, and "Lark On
Bread Ai le," his debut album:· Asher
Tl1rough their previous release it's
My Go-Cati," where Asher calls himRoth has already drav,:n comparisons to
been easy to criticize Death Cab a beelf a Blonde Bob Saget and boasts
Eminem. not only because he's a white
ing overly soft. But, on the album "The
about his great Mario Kart skills.
rapper, but al o because of the delivery
Open Door,,. Gibbard and Co. push the
All in all, the album is a good
and rhyme scheme in his mu ic. The
listen and you will likely find yourself limits of their gentle sound. Songs like
comparisons. however, stop there. Roth
"Little Bribes," feel more like early
either loving it or hating it.
has a quirky, suburban quality. His muWilco, with that Austin-style alt-counic i often fun and funny, like Eminem
try guitar and stompy rhythm backing
Death Cab for Cutie - The Open
can be, only without the anger found
up fourth-gear Gibbard vocals, than
Door-EP
throughout Eminem's music.
typical Death Cab. But, fans of Death
To date it i hard to tell if Asher
Death Cab for Cutie. J am sure
Cab's softer side fear not, 'The Open
Roth will have a summer hit and disDoor" never strays far from the band's
you have aU heard of them, listened to
appear like some hip hop LFO with
them some, and possibly loved or hated
traditional sound. In fact, much of the
their"Summer Girls, or if he'll evolve

W

EP pia) lik a :ccond ide of ·• 'arrO\\
tair .. their 200 releru·e.
Track fi, c of the album "The Open
D or'' .. Talking Bird (Demo)." literally
i a cut from " 1 ·arro\\ Stairs:· though
tripped do\ n to it bare e entiaL. After t:\ en a dozen li teru. "Talking Bird"
(Demo) feel more poignant. \\ith only
oft mandolin and Ben Gibbard· fir tgear vocal . and more like the lullabye
it wa meant to be. than the original
,·ersion. Other standout tracks include
··1 1y Mirror Speaks." which compares
to faster paced songs from Death Cabe ·s
Album, ..Plan ," and "I Was Once a
Loyal Love which i a good ong (depite the emo title) that feature a fuzzy,
unfinished sound that i reminiscent of
Death Cab's earlier work.
From start to finish, 'The Open
Door" could be a solid addition to any
music collection becau e. though eclectic, each song ha it own individual
strengths.
Fanfarlo - Reservoir
If you have been searching for a
new indie album to keGp in your car on
repeat all summer, then Fanfarlo' debut album, "Reservoir," is a good candidate for the position. On "Reservoir,"
this London-based, Indie pop outfit has
crafted a quirky symphony of sounds
that draws comparisons to the orches-

tral sound of band uch as Architecture in Helen ki and Arcade Fire and
the warm sounds of Beirut. Their album
i filled with quality music that has t~e
soft, per istent beat of great roadtnp
music. Overall, it is really bard not to
like thi tuff.
The standout songs on thealbum
include ''TheWall are Coming Down"
and "Harold T. Wilkins.'' "The WaLls
are Coming Down," offers a pleasant
wall of fingerpicking strings, tinkling
bells and marching beats backing Simon Balthazar's lilting vocals and is
one of the album's high points. "Harold
T. Wilkins" is an acoustic based song
with a chorus that rocks and builds into
a climatic ending. These two songs
alone make the album worthwhile, but
are really only the beginning of what
this band has to offer. There really are
no bad songs on the album.

Joshua and Nathan are 2Ls and can be
reached at forum @valpo. edu.
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Noshing with Nikki
and the Ninja
lunch or afternoon snack. The meals are
moderately priced and very reasonable
for those of us on a shoe-string budget.
Like Kirsten, the previous food
critic, I too consider several things
when considering whether or ·not to
Nikki Knowlton
recommend a restaurant or eatery to
Forum Food Critic
a friend. I look at The Atmosphere,
Money Matters, Friendliness and
elcome to the first installwhether it's Yum-0 or a No-No. The
ment ofNoshing with Nikki
and The Ninja. For tho~e of · atmosphere is essential to any good eatyou who are unfamiliar with the term ing experience - if the place is dingy
or loud it weighs heavily on my deci"noshing" it means snacking, nibbling - in short it means ... eating! Now sion · whether or not to go back to that
establishment. Money Matter - well of
I come from a very large town where
course money matters, we're students!
there are a bevy of restaurants to choose
from and a multitude of different cul- For someone who will owe Uncle Sam
their first born, I try to find the most
tures and ethnic foods. When I first areconomically sound places to eat. If
rived in Valparaiso my initial thoughts
it's pricey but worth it, I'll definitely
were, "Well, at least they have an Aplet you know, but most of my purchasplebee's." But to my pleasant surprise
there are some adorable and enchanting es will be based on a student's budget
restaurants in the area and I have tried with the occasional splurge on desserts.
Friendliness is a must, and when I
a fair share of them. My cohort in my
endeavor to discover tasty treats and mean friendliness I look to the staff as
a whole, from the waiters to the ownnew places is Codename: The Ninja.
er. As a former waitress and hostess I
The Ninja's identity is kept secret, the
only information devulged about The know what it's like so I can empathize
Ninja is that he is a male and will give with them. However if the service is
poor or rude, I will not recommend
the male point-of-view.
a place. Who likes going to a place to
The first place I decided to venture to was Designer Desserts. Designer eat great food but be treated like dirt?!
And finally in my analysis is whether
Desserts is located at 56 W. LincolnWay. They are known for their tasty it's Yum-0 or a No-No. Taste and portion sizes are a big part of my critique. I
cupcakes and designer cakes. Since this
come from a very diverse family where
article will be in the Graduation edition, I wanted to pick a place that would ·the taste of food and the portion sizes
are important to a good meal. At the end
be great for parents and grandparents
I'll let you know the final recommento go to while exploring downtown
Valparaiso. I also wanted to scope out dation with the assistance of The Ninja.
The Ninja will give his opinion in rethe cake and cupcake pricing for those
gards to the four elements so that you
of you who might want to purchase
don'tjust get a female point-of-view. So
treats for graduation. An unknown fact
let's·get started!
about this place, well at least unknown
to me, is that Designer Desserts serves
1. Tbe Atmosphere:
lunch. It's a cozy spot to grab a quick
When we first arrived at Designer
bite to eat and is equipped with Wi~Fi.
Desserts The Ninja quickly realized
1l1e menu is small ut simple, just w at
he was out of his element. The outside
you might need on a graduation brunch,

Designer
Desserts

W

/1

Adventureland"

Ross Brennan
Forum Movie Critic

I

f you liked Dazed and Confused
yo.u will like Adventureland, ~he
drug-fueled, not-so-comedy which
follows the awkward and interesting
summer of a college student transiti.oning from undergraduate to graduate
school.

Set in 1987, Jesse Eisenberg plays
the lead role of James Brennan, a recent
college graduate and renaissance buff
who is forced to get a summer job in
his hometown in order to pay for graduate school at Columbia University.
Enter Adventureland, the Pittsburgh
amusement park that turns this Ivy
League-bound romantic poet into a carnie. While working at Adventureland,
Brennan meets Em Lewin, a New York
University student who also happens to
be working a de~d-end summer j.o b in

decor is very girly to be quite honest,
with pastel colors and cute decorations
fit for a ten year· old little girl's room.
The Ninja looked around to make sure
that no one he knew saw him go in, but
once inside his face turned from horror
to pure delight. Immediately when you
walk in, there's The Candy Comer. He
was so excited to see all of his favorite candies from childhood, such as:
Gold Coins, Smarties, Flying Saucers,
Wax Lips, rock candy, the gigantic Jaw
Breakers, wax bottle candy, gum balls
and so on. The place is set up cafe style
With a few tables and chairs, a couch for
lounging and a few random books for
reading pleasure. All of their desserts are
prominently displayed. The one thing I
did notice Was there was no music. If
there is no conversation then the silence
is deafening. Overall, the atmosphere at
Designer Desserts is warm aad inviting;
it might be a llttle intimidating for guys
initially and they probably won't go in
there alone.

2. Money Matters:
As I stated above, Designer Desserts caters to the brunch, lunch and
snack crowds so the. prices are pretty
reasonable. The Ninja and I each ordered
a sandwich, shared a bowl of soup, a
coffee and a tea, and dessert for each of
us all for twenty-five dollars. So if you
were to split that, it was about twelve
dollars per person, including dessert. If
you took dessert out of the equation, it
was about eight dollars a person, which
is not bad for a great meal -I'll explain
later. Their desserts are their speciality
items and are reasonably priced for the
portion size of the dessert. For a student
on a budget that wants to eat out at a
nice spot, Designer Desserts will cover
those needs. The Ninja noted that thi_s
would be the perfect date spot to grab
dessert and coffee. Although the store is
only open until6 p.m., Tuesday through
Friday, I could see what he was talking

order to pass the time until school starts
again. What ensues is a common story
that tugs on adolescent strings.
Eis~nberg does fine in the role of
Bre!lllan, a nerdy college graduate with
questionable social skills. However,
with the exception of a few scenes, the
character does not stand out like some
others.
What makes Adventureland so
intriguing is the directing as well as a
couple of key _performances. Greg Mottola, fresh off of Superbad, wrote and
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about. The Ninja also said he
wouldn't mind taking someone there on a day date to
grab lunch, coffee or desserts.
You're looking at some major
brownie points with a visit
here, fellas.
3. Friendliness:
Once you walk into Designer Desserts you have an overwhelming sense of nostalgia
and warmth. The people there
were very friendly, but busy. I
had to remind myself that it is
a bakery, as well as a caf;_ It
didn't take long for someone
to take our order. They were
both sandwiches was the bacon! It was
courteous and patient, which is a plus
a peppered bacon that was cooked and
considering neither one of us had ever seasoned to perfection. I don't dine on
,eaten at Designer Desserts before. Once
swine, so The Ninja got a double dosthey took our order we sat down at one
ing of bacon and craved more. After our
of their tables and were served our food
meal, we ordered desserts - The Ninja
very promptly. No one checked on us,
ordered the Key Lime Tart and I ordered
but that is to be expected from a cafe in
the Pineapple Upside Down Cupcake.
most respects. The Ninja and I enjoyed The cupcake was ridiculously good ... I
our time talking without the constant inthink I said, "Oh my God," after my first
temtptions from staff or waiters asking
bite. The Ninj'a devoured the tart withus how our food was. The staff had a
out saying a word, which in the opincheery disposition, so cheery that even
ion of this critic means he really liked
The Ninja noticed. Overall, the friendliit. Overall, the lunch was good but the
ness factor was top-notch and the people·
dessert was out of this world!
were very approachable and pleasant to
interact with.
Recommendation:·
The Ninja gave Designer Des4.-Yum-0 or a No-No:
setts a well earned two Samurai Swords
The Ninja and I initially were go"up.". From a guy's point-of-view, he
ing to order separate cups of soup - the
wouldn't be caught dead in there alone,
beef and noodle soup for the Ninja and
but accompanied by a lady he would
the chili for me. Much to my disappointdefinitely return. I would definitely recment, they liad not prepared the chili, s9
mnmend this place, especially for those
The Ninja and I split a bowl of beef and
graduating that have out-of-towners to
noodles. We each ordered a sandwich
entertain. Designer Desserts also makes
- The Ninja ordered the turkey club on
graduation cakes and cupcakes to orItalian bread and I ordered the chicken
der. They need 72 hours notice and are
caesar sandwich on Italian bread. The
closed on Sundays so plan ahead. They
chicken caesar was great - light, but
also have a website full of all the inforfilling at the same time. The bread was
mation that you would need. So, for a
fresh and the chicken was incredible.
student looking for a quiet spot to eat
The turkey club was pretty good. I perlunch that's warm and inviting and full
sonally didn't care for the cheese they
of tasty treats, take the advice of Nikki
used, it gave the sandwich a weird taste.
and The Ninja and check out Designer
It was a white cheese and after honing
Desserts!
The Ninja's special skills he was able
to detect that it was white cheddar...
ikki is a 2L and can be rea hed at fowe think. The-Ninja's favorite part of
r~m@valpo. edu.

directed this standard plot line of an
awkward adolescent coming of age.
However there is nothing matter-of-fact
about Adventureland. From Bill Hader's on-the~spot run as Adventureland's
owner, to Brennan calmly explaining
that he celebrates Bastille Day instead
of the Fourth of July, almost everything
in Adventureland manages to stand out
due to Mottola's directing.
Among things standing out are
the performances of Kristen Stewart
and Ryan Reynolds. Stewart plays Em

Lewin, Brennan's love interest and coworker. As a viewer, you are not sure
whether to love or nate Lewin. She is
either a nice girl who started picking up
speed after making a bad choice, or a
selfish and confused girl who only seeks
what she wants--even though she does
not know what that is. Either way, Stewart's performance makes you think.
Reynolds plays Mike Co!lllell,
Adventureland's married maintenance
man. Connell is the ultimate cool guy
who also has a lot of faults. As the
' movie progresses, it becomes more apparent that Collllell's bulletproof image
is barely being held together; kudos to
Reynolds who plays the character well.
I was personally oft e view that, try as
he may, Reynolds would only ever be
known as Van Wilder to an entire generation of Americans. This role proved
me wrong (my condolences to Shooter
McGavin and Screech, the only remaining characters in the typecast-to-twenty omethings category).
Overall, Adventureland exceeds
expectations in pretty much every scene.
The awkward scenes are very awkward
while the funny scenes (when Mottola
decides to put them in) are pretty funny.
However, the former outnumber the latter. Adventureland is not a comedy, but
more of a complexity. If you are looking
to think and or be entertained, Adventureland is definitely worth the price of
admission.
Ross is 1L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu.
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ndergraduate School:
Purdue University-Calumet

Hometown:

Summerhill, PA

Tylersport, PA

Undergraduate School:

Undergraduate School:

St. Francis University

Elizebethtown College

Undergraduate Major:

Undergraduate Major:

International Studies

Undergraduate 1\fajor:

History & Social Studies
Secondary Education
Major

Political Science & History

I. Do .·ou haH any seeret cooking recipes ~ou're inclined to
share with The Forum' reader ? HungQ· reader are inclined
to know...
\Vatermelon and feta chee e ... try it.

2. Which movie trilogy do you prefer: Pirates of the Caribbean
or Back to the Future?
either.

3. What kind of cookies do you like to snack on?
White macadamia nut

4. What's your favorite type of beer? (If you're not a beer person, what's .r.our favorite type of wine?)
Miller Lite.

5. Who would win in a fight, Santa Claus or the Easter Bunny?
St. Nick.

6. Where would you go if you won an all expense dream vacation?
South Africa for the World Cup.

7. Under no circumstances can you remove either until the time
period is up: Would you rather wear boxing gloves for a month
or handcuffs for a week?
Handcuffs if in front otherwise boxing gloves.

8. What's in the trunk of your car right now? (If you don't have
a car, what's in your pockets)
Tennis rackets, balls, books and clothes.

9. Do you think surprise parties are classy or silly?
Depends - could go both ways.

10. You've been deputized with the power of a Dean, what kind
of new class would you bring to Valpo Law?
I would make Trial Practice mandatory.

I. Do you have any secret cooking recipes you're inclined to
share with The Forum's readers? Hungr. readers are inclined
to know...
Two things ... because I love to create in the kitchen and cannot
decide on just one recipe:
l. Go to allrecipes.com and find some delish & ea y stuff to make.
2. Alway modify every recipe by adding a Iii love ... its my secret
ingredient & makes e"erything taste better (unless you burn it!)

2. Which movie trilogy do you prefer: Pirates of the Caribbean
or Back to the Future?
Like that's even a question ... I'll take Marty McFly over Jack
Sparrow any day! Who wouldn't want to ride in the Delorian or
punch Biff in the face!?

5. Who would win in a fight, Santa Claus or the Easter Bunny?
In this corner, the big, fat man in the red suit!!! ... I'm totally taken
Claus over the Bunny! St. Nick would use the Easter Bunny as
stuffing for one of his toys ... plus Santa totally has a better posse for
back-up in a fight- elves wielding little hammers and shop tools ...
who's got the Bunny's back ... marshmallow peeps?!
6. Where would you go if you won an all expense dream vacation?
Ifl got to leave the "Vale of Paradise'', I would go to India for several weeks and check out all qfthe different regions and cultures ...
all the spices and colors just fascinate me!
7. Under no circumstances can you remove either until the time
period is up: Would you rather wear boxing gloves for a month
or handcuffs for a week?
Handcuffs for a week ... you still have mobility to take notes and
eat + you could make up some great stories about being arrested or
other unmentionable activities that may involve handcuffs! (wink,
wink, nudge, nudge!)

10. You've been deputized with the power of a Dean, what kind
of new class would you bring to Valpo Law?
Instead requiring more pro bono hours (now will be increased from
20 to 40 for the incoming lL's), I would implement a program (akin
to the CORE program at the Valpo undergrad level) that would allow
students to choose to earn half of their pro bono hours by attending
20 hours of approved organizational and school sponsored speakers
& events.
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9. Do you think surprise parties are classy or silly?
Silly because parties are usually held for a reason and most people
might think there is a surprise party if its their birthday, anniversary,
etc.
10. You've been deputized with the power of a Dean, what kind
of new class would you bring to Valpo Law?
International Criminal Law.
While the ad min is fiddling with the CPC, perhaps they could
request that the office does more to help students navigate the
muddy waters of applying for the bar. Granted it might be time
consuming to compile requirements and general deadlines for all
50 states, but if they're not going to help us find a job, the least
they can do is help us apply to take the bar exam.- March 31
Would someone please tell me who absconded with the couch in
the ladies room and if it's coming back? --April 9
Did you know.... That each time the school sends out those professor trading cards, it costs at least $11,000 ($5,000 for printing +
$6,000 postage), and we've sent out 18 ofthose mailings.... which
means that we've spent nearly $200,000 on that nonsense. -April
20
.

Can anyone else see China through the potholes in the law school
parking lots?--May 1
Over $34,000 for tuition and only 300 prints and one law review?
Have you seen the building? --May 1
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Why doesn't the student lunch line take student meal plan ca.rds
or credit cards? --May 1
Can we g~t some comfortable chairs in the library? 1 thought we
voted agamst the ones that they put in the basement? --May 2
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8. What's in the trunk of your car right now? (If you don't have
a car, what's in your pockets)
First aid kit, flashlight, a couple plastic grocery bags,Umbrella, and
a Chinese dictionary for some reason.
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7. Under no circumstances can you remove either until the tinie
period is up: Would you rather wear boxing gloves for a month
or handcuffs for a week?
Boxing Gloves.

6

9
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6. Where would you go if you won an all expense dream vacation?
I would travel on the Trans-Siberian Railroad from Vladivostok to
St. Petersburg and then travel by rait to Paris.

Why can't Valpo Law come up with a way to allow the Law Registrars to request official transcripts on behalf of students when
state bar's request them from the school. Or are we supposed to
consult our crystal balls to know when our respective states make
those requests and then fill out the form over at Kretzmann.-April29

t---t---t---1----+----+---1-----+---=--+---1
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3. What kind of cookies do you like to snack on?
White Chocalate Macadamia nut

5. ~ho would win in a fight, Santa Claus or the Easter Bunny?
Wh1le the Easter Bunny had agility I still would go with Santa
Clause because who knows what's in the sack.

David Johnson -- Forum StaffSudoku Creator

5

2. Which movie trilogy do you prefer: Pirates of the Caribbean
or Back to the Future?
Back to the Future because you can't beat a time traveling De
Lorean.

4. What's your favorite type of beer? (If you're not a beer person, what's your favorite. type of wine?)
I like neither beer nor wine (despite my Irish & German roots).. .. I'm
a liquor kinda gal. .. the best drink ever is called a Red Death (heed
the name)- it's an Alabama Slammer & Kamikaze mixed together. ..
it tastes like Kool-Aid if made correctly~

9. Do you think surprise parties are classy or silly?
Super Classy!. .. because there are so few surprises anymore in life
and the person(s) who orchestrates the event must really love you a
lot to lie to you that much!
.

2

it.

4. What's your favorite type of beer? (If you're not a beer person, what's your favorite type of wine?)
Yuengling Black and Tan

SUDOKU
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I. Do you have any secret cooking recipes you're inclined to
share with The Forum's readers? Hungry readers are inclined
to know...
Cajun Shepard's Pie (my favorite) but there is no way I am sharing

3. What kind of cookies do you like to snack on?
Kashi oatmeal & dark chocolate chunk- they are good and good
for you!

8. What's in the trunk of your car right now? (If you don't have
a car, what's in your pockets)
There is a lot of"junk in my trunk!" ... softball glove, cleats, lacrosse
sticks, blankets, water, air pump, ice scraper (finally its in storage!),
atlas, first aid kit, random cd's.

r---,---r--....r--.-,.--..,.--..--.,..--..--......1
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Hometown:

Starting Heritage Hall construction in the winter? Really? --May 2
Can we upgrade the Valpo wireless infrastructure, please? I'm
tired of waiting ten minutes for my e-mail in box to load.-May 2

•
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Trial Advocacy

so

Law RevieW

Why Law Review?

As another academic year comes fo an
end. many students are uncertain as to
which of the many organizations they
should. join. There are many r~ons
why students should consider Law' Re.view. Here are just~ few:
1. Employment Opportunities: Law
firms, judges and organizations cons.is-·
tently seek out Law Review members
when making employment decisions. In
fact. the Honorable Royal .Ferguson, a
federal district court judge, once stated,
"When t'm looking for law clerks. all
things being equal, people on Law Re~
view will always w·in." Many employ~
ers across the country share this . same
sentiment, which gives Law Review
, members a competitive edge in the legal j ob market,

2. Sharpening Research and Writ-

P

lease join us and welcome the
newest members to the 20092010 Tri~IAd cacy Team:

Karrah Miller
George Bruggenthies
Sameer Aleem
Amy Molloy
Christina Talamonti
Ryan Rowan
Adam .Miller
Eric Loggin
Angelica Rivera
Megan Ham
Natasha Steele
Robert Sylvester
David Ellis

Christopher Nunley
Maria DeMartini ·

The New Trial•Advocacy
Executive Board:
Chairperson: Vanessa Sheehan
In:traschool Competition/Membership Chair: Amanda Hires
National Competitions Chair: Nathan
Vis

Finance Chair: Paul Namie
Secretary/Aiumn} Relations Chair:
Kelly Bailey
''We are very excited about the direction
of our program in the coming years. We
will be instituting more comprehensive

·International Moot
Court

A

s. CQlin Powell once said, '"The
more we know about each
other, the more we leam about
each other, the more we engage on dif·
ferences that we have between our so·
cieties and between our social systems
and b~tween our polit ical points of
view, the better off we are. The more
dialogue we have at every level,. and
especially at "the academic level, where
opinion~makers are located . .. the better
off we are.''
Jessup International Moot Court wetcomes the following new members and
looks forward to a con:1petitive year
ahead:
Jacob Blackstone
George Catanzarite
Gabriel Eberhardt
Tracey Farnsworth
Jacob Gardner
Eli7.abeth Genova
David Johnson
Njoki Kamuiru
Peter Kirby
Anne Klosowski
GodwiHTachi
Yun-Hao Tan .
Laura Vogler
Kimberly Wydeen
Nils Wyosnick

For more information on International
.Moot Court, please contact Katie Ku.rati'Ski at Kathleen.Kurowski@valpo.
edu.

SBA Election
· Results

E

-

x.ecutive Board:
· ..
.President: Jonathan Morris

Jonath.an.Morris@valpo.edu.
Vice President: Adam Pope
Adam.Pope@valpo.edu.
Treasurer: Nick Poteres
N.icholas.Poteres@valpo.edu.
Secretary: Gaby Brizuela
Gabriela.Brizuela@valpo.edu.
Special Events · Coordinator: Nikki
Knowlton
Nicole,Knowlton@valpo.edu.
ABA Representative: Rob Woodward
Robert. Woodward@valpo.edu.
3L Class Representatives:
Jon Fay, Jonathan.Fay@_valpo.edu.
Josh Hood, Joshua Hood@valpo.edu.
Nathan Thauwald, Nathan.Thauwald@
valpo.edu.
Lucille Wess, Lucille. Wess@valpo.edu.

3L Faculty Representative:
Dave Rooda. David.Rooda@valpo.edu.

2L Class' Representatives:
Carter Alleman, Carter.AUeman@valpo.edu.
Robert Elliot 11, Robert.Eiliot@valpo.
edu.
Nicholas Hood, Nicholas.Hood@valpo.
edu. . Viet Pham, Viet.Pham@valpo.edu.

2L Faculty Represen.t ative:
Christina Talainonti, Christina.Talamonti@valpo.edu .

educational components and hopefully
continuing the success of our program,"
says Trial Advocacy chairperson, · Vanessa Sheehan. For more information on
the Trial Advocacy Team, please contact
one> of the executive board members
Jimessa is q 2L and can be reached at
Vanessa.Sheehnn@valpo.edu.

ing Skills: As a first-year Law Review
member~ or "tiotewriter;'~deots will
write an article on a legal topic of their
choice. Throughout the year. the piece
is continually researched, reviewed, edited, and perfected, allowing notewriters the chance to refipe their research
and writing skills.

3. Opportunity to be Published: After the first-year notewriting process,

students may have the opportunity to
publish their article if tbe Editorial and
Executive Boards deem the piece publishable. For many students, becoming
a published author may be the most re~
warding part of the entire Law Review
experience.
. 4. Course Credits; Although note\\'Tit~
ers do not receive course credit during
their 2L year, they may receive four
credits to be applied to their 3L year,'
and may ·also have the opportunity to
waive the third-year semjnar requirement.
[n order to join Law Review and
take advantage of these benefits, students must try out for the organization
Law ·student;s gathered to Moot, _
by participating in the Case Comment
Each pretending to be very ao:;tute
CompetitiQn that commences immeAfter two rounds of faeing their fears
diately following the l L Property fi~
Twenty new members shouted with
naJ on Friday. May 15. 2009. Students
. cheers
will have three weeks to research and
Each of whom deserve tribute
write a 10 to 12 page case comment on
[Dedicated to D.A. Jeremy Telman]

Moot Court

P

lease join the Moot Court Society in congratulating the fol·
. lowing new members:

Sameer Aleem
Ashley Bess
Andrew Bryson
Michelle De Bolt
William Faget;strom
MaryFanello
Jonathan Fay
Elizabeth Gei1ova
Jonas He_rretl
Nicholas Hood
Eli Korer
Leah Provost
Nancy Ruiz
Brittany Smith
·James Dustin Smith
Kent Stackhouse
Adam Sworden
Godwil!Tachi
Christina Talamonti
Marta Wasilewski
For more h?formation on /v!oot Court,
pfease contact Steven Olsen at Steven.
Olsen@valpo.edu.

I

a recent U.S. Supreme Court case. T he
Competition will be closed research,
which means students are limited to the
resources on the provided source list.
Submissions are due by Friday, June 5,
2009 at 7:00 p.m CDT via the Westlaw
TWEN page. The authors with the top
eleven case c.omments. as judged by the
3L editors. will be extended an offer to
join the Law Revie'A. The remaining
invitations. which can total
many as
l9, are based on a combination of the
studenfs first year grades and the scores
given to his or her case comment.
AH Competition materials including the selected case, the source list. and
the competition directions wilt be posted on the Westlaw TWEN page at the
start of the Competition. Students who
plan on trying out for Law Review need
to pick up a copy of the Westlaw direc~
tions and the Grade Release & Honor
Code form located .o n the buUetin board
outside of the Law Rev iew office. In
order to participate in the Competi~
tion, the Grade Release & Honor Code
fonn must be filled out and retumed to
the Law Review office or to the " Grade
Release Dropbox", also on the Law
Review bulletin board, by Wednesday,
lyiay l3. 2009 ..
After completing finals and preparing to enjoy a long~awaited summer,
most students dread the thought of attempting to research and write a l 0 to
12 page paper. However, the rewards of
being a Law Review member are worth
the effort and the experience will open
many doors to a future legal career. If
you have any questions, please feel
free to contact me at S(Jannon.Noder@
gmail.com.. Also, please note that parttime students and 2Ls have additional
requirements for trying out.lfyou are a
partwtime student or a 2L and interested
in Law Review, please contact me for
this information. or pick it up from the _
Law Review bulletin board. Participating in Law Review is a unique and
challenging experience incomparable
to any other law school course, and all
students are strongly encouraged to try
out. Good luck!
Shannon is a JL and can be reached at
Shannon.Noder@gmail.com.
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EDITORIAL
Heather Looby
Editor in Ch1ef

H

ello. I just wanted to ay that
I am very excited to be taking
over as this upcoming school
year ' Editor in Chief of The Forum.
Last year's Editor in Chief, Alecia Pehr,
has left me with some pretty big shoes
to fill but I look forward to working
with members of the faculty and students alike in continuing The Forum's
tradition of providing the Valparaiso
University School of Law with a quality publication.
While we are very sad to be losing our dedicated 3L writers, the new
executive board bas lots of great ideas
and an excellent staff of new writers to
work with this year. Joining the staff
this year, we have Megan Flaherty and
Danyel Robbins taking over as the replacements for Drew Taylor's Juris
Doctor of Love column, Chas Koop and
Andrew Erickson will be the new faces
of Jon Berbari's Barely Legal, Nikki
Knowlton is corning on board as our
new food critic (we will miss you Kirsten and Gus), Ross Brennan is filling
in for Sean Hatfield as our new movie
guy, Nate Vining will be "Rockin' the
Suburbs" as he takes over Brett Stein's
former column, Mike Duffy and David
Baum are sure to be entertaining as our
new Point and Counterpoint columnists
and our new Sports editor, Mike Wild,
has come up with his own new column,
let us know what you think. Please join
me in congratulating these new writers! ·
However, on a more serious note,
I will get down to the real issue of this

month ' editorial, a topic that should be
relevant to all those entering the legal
profession or any other profession for
that matter .. .professionalism.
Numerou VUSL students will be
working this summer. Many 1Ls are
working within the legal field for the
first time, 2Ls will be slaving away as
summer a sociates or law clerks in both
the private and public sectors and after
the bar exam, hopefully, many graduating 3Ls will find themselves employed,
giving me the idea to write about this
topic which is crucial to success both
in law school and out in practice in the
"real world."
Professionalism is defined by
Merriam-Webster's Dictionary as "the
conduct, aims, or qualities that mark a
profession or a professional person." An
amateur is defined as "one who engages
in a pursuit, study, science, or sport as a
pastime rather than a profession." If you
have made the decision to come to law
school, I would hope that you have a
sincere interest in practicing as an attorney or in a related-field, considering the
time and money and the general toll on
your life that we know as law school.
Therefore, if you are here in order
to be trained for a legal career, rather
than in school to pursue the study oflaw
as a pastime (see above), there should
be no other choice but to act as a professional while walking within the halls of
VUSL or while exteming or working.
No matter the environment, classroom
or courtroom, you are always a representative ofVUSL.
Since some of you may have never
worked and may still be "wet behind the

ears ' on what appropriate professional
conduct consists of, below I offer some
simple examples of how one can act as a
professional, ideas which translate very
easily from law school to the workplace
and vice versa.
5 Easy Ways to be More Professional
in Everyday Life:
1. Do not show up to class twenty minutes late daily. Would you show up to a
meetlng with partners almost a half hour
late? I hope not, it is just plain rude.
Show some respect for your professors,
despite what you might think, they are
smarter than you and could teach you
something.
· 2. In some larger sections, the professor may not know you personally. How. ever, if you are called on in class, please
do not pretend that you are not there. I
do not really think that this needs further explanation, but if you did not prepare for class or do not understand the
materiaL .. man up and say so! If you are
going to do this, do not even go to class.
Would you avoid a client who urgently
needed an answer to a legal issue? You
could, but then you would probably
get a legal malpractice claim. Professor Gaffney taught us that poor communication with clients is actually the
number one reason that Indiana lawyers
get sued!
3. If you have questions, you should
ask them in class, but when your question turns into a personal lecture based
on your high moral beliefs regarding
an issue or is simply a brazen attempt
to prove your brilliance to a professor
in front of your classmates, do us all a

favor. .. spare us. Make an appointment
to discuss your deep legal convictions
with the professor during their office
hours or apply for an adjunct professor
position, that way you will be getting
paid to share your opinions. If you act
this way at work, a partner will likely
do one of two things: see that you have
too much time on your hands and will
give you more work or form an immediate dislike for you and never give you
work again.
4. This should be the most basic advice
of all, but you would be surprised ( actually, wait no maybe not) how many
people fail to follow this one ... be nice
to your classmates and treat people with
respect. This is the Golden Rule of Life.
When you see people in the hallway,
try to smile and act nice. If someone
asks you for help, do not be too good
to take the time to use your knowledge
and help someone better understand a
concept for class. Worried it will help
them get a better grade than you? Get
over yourselfl You probably did not
deserve a better grade in the first place,
especially with that attitude. Also, do
not talk down ·to people or talk about
people behind their backs in order to
try to make yourself look or feel better.
Are you going to be too busy to help a
fellow associate on a case or talk bad
about a fellow prosecutor in front of
your boss in hopes of getting a promotion or to take attention away from your
own s.crew-ups? This is amateur behavior and employers will not put up with
it. Pull any of this behavior in an office
environment and see what happens .. .it
involves you and packing your belong-

ings into a box. Rude and conniving
employees are never in demand .. . especially in the current economy.
5. I've said it in an editorial before ... do
not be entitled. Yes, most of us work
very hard and it is nice to be recognized
for good work, but you are not owed
anything. With law school, you work
really hard and are rewarded for going
above and beyond by above-the-median
grades or membership in an organization based on skills, but neither one of
these things entitles you to act "above
the law." A lot of people would love to
have that dream job in the practice area
of their choice, but it is not owed to you.
Furthermore, if you get that dream job,
be grateful for the opportunity but do
not be arrogant about your new found
legal prowess. Despite what you think
you probably are replaceable and should
be quietly happy for your good fortune.
Keeping these things in mind, I challenge all Valpo Law students to try their
very best to be seen at all times as professionals rather than as amateurs, since
the very aim of law school is to teach
you how to be just that, a professional.
Treat law school as you would treat a
job because that is essentially what it
is preparing you for. Professionalism is
simple, act like an adult . . .as little fun
as it may be at times! On a lighter note,
The Forum staff wishes everyone the
best of luck on their final exams and a
great summer! :)
'

Heather is a 2L and can be reached at
f orum@valpo. edu.

GRINDING MIKE's GEARS
Michael Wild
Sports Editor
now what really grinds my
gears? I can' t stand it when
eople can't park their cars. It's
especially problematic in the parking
lots here at Valpo Law. Seriously, all
jokes and asinine comments about our
U .S. ews and World Report rankings
aside, there is no reason why a collection of doctoral candidates aren't smart
enough to fit a car between two lines on
pavement.
I started to notice this problem over
the winter of my lL year. I couldn't help
but notice that in the lot located further
down Greenwich Street, when the lines
were covered by ice and snow, nobody
could figure out how to park their cars
in any semblance_of an orderly fashion.
Being the kind and generous soul that I
am, I forgave this daily series of gaffes
in the parking lot etiquette because the

lines weren' t really visible. Then, I became a 2L. After a year of exams and the
daily law school grind, I lost patience
with the subtle and irritating nuances of
my daily affairs. And now, every single
day, I see at least one breach of parking
lot etiquette, regardless of the weather,
and it really grinds my gears.
So now I want to remind everybody about the basicsof the relatively
simple task of parking your car.
When approaching a parking
space, look for two parallel lines that
indicate the margins of the parking
space. In case you forgot Driver's Ed,
those lines indicate where the vehicle is
supposed to be when in park and you're
not in the vehicle.
Aim your vehicle so that it fits
between those two lines. There is no
excuse for parking across one of the
aforementioned parallel lines if you are
in the lot immediately across Greenwich Street from Wesemann Hall's

front door. Anyone who cannot figure
out bow to park their car between those
lines should be forced to pass Kindergarten again in some kind of hilarious
real-life reenactment of the movie Billy
Madison.
If you're concerned about the paint
job on your new vehicle, park across 3
parking spaces in the lot next to the railroad tracks.
In the event of inclement weather
obscuring the lines and forcing you to
use y0ur judgment to decide the reasonableness of the distance between your
car and other cars, keep these guidelines
·
in mind: .
If your car door can swing fully
open after you have parked your vehicle, get back in your car and move it.
Your convenience is less important than
allowing other people to use the parking lot.
Pull all the way into your chosen
parking spac.e. If you leave the back end

of your car hanging out into the middle
of the parking lot, other people can't
back out. This should be a basic common courtesy, but somehow it hasn' t
caught on at Valpo Law.
If you drive a smaller vehicle and
cannot manage to park between the
lines, you should strongly reconsider
your life's goals because you are severely lacking in common sense.
I know that these strongly worded
suggestions may sound a little bit harsh,
but there is a very limited number of
parking spaces and every law student
needs to use a parking space. The moral
of the story here is that we need to be
respectful with our limited parking lot
resources. Don't_be a jerk when you
park your car.

Attention
Writers!

The FORUM
wants you!

Mike is a 2L and can be reached at forum@valpo. edu.
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Barely Legal
Chas Koop & Andy Ericks.on

with "When I teach Property ..... "

Forum Staff Writers

2. After being called on, voluntarily,
have you referenced the professor's
law review article on an unrelated
point yourself? Or, conversely, present your uber thought provoking hypothetical right before break or the
end of class. Thus, proving to the professor and the rest of the class your
thirst for justice and passion for the
law?

ear Barely Legal,
I blacked out and woke
up on the Moot Court team.
have the scales of justice tattooed
1
on my lower back and can ~ stop referring to my right paw as Justice
Learned Hand. I'm worried that my
friends might think I've changed.
Havel?
-Gunner? ·

D

ear Gunner?,
First of all, congratulations on your black-out
tumedMoot Court success story, a
true saga with all the makings of a
Lifetime original movie (unfortunately the obvious title of "Dying
to Belong" has already been used
on Lifetime or so our Moms tell us).
However, if you feel your newfound
scholastic stardom has inadvertently
began the application for a new team,
Team "Gunner," take this short quiz
we found on We biD.

D

1. Have you had thoughts beginning

3. Do you actually use your computer
to take notes in class?
4 Do you consider a professor's disappointed sigh as constructive criticism and an open and encouraged invitation to speak again?
Sadly Gunner, if you have answered in the affirmative to any of the
previous questions, your suspicion as
to the source of that itching-burning
feeling within -is not just another episode of pre-finals paranoia. You are in
fact a Gunner. Yet, do not worry over
the loss of old friends, you are obviously on a higher intellectual level

and they will only hold you back. Go
forth and gun! Just let us know your
schedule next semester so we can
avoid you like the Swine Flu.

D

ear Barely Legal,
I hate goodbyes. There
are a few special3Ls that are
probably going to graduate this year,
or at least this is what I have gained
from walking into the library and seeing the byproduct of Glamour Shots
meets law school composite. How do
I tell them just how much I appreciated their "guidance" and wish them
luck at the bar and great success in
their big city lawyering jobs?
-Sad a_nd Ronrey 1L.
ear Romey lL,
We share your sentiments. We too have our
ow~ beloved 3Ls that have also been
glistening beacons of satisfactory
guidance since the beginning of this
awesome adventure we call lL year.
But fret not Ronrey, we are sure our
adored 3Cs will pass their Bars with
flying colors. As a matter of fact, we

D

have word from the Northside Bar
Association that many 3Ls have been
putting in long hours on the weekdays, weekends, and often cranking
away right through lunch to prepare
for the Bar.
The Barely Legal Office would
like to extend our 3L mentors or sincerest gratitude, best wishes and the
knowledge that if any of them actually get these lawyering jobs, the staff
at the Barely Legal Office wiil be taking them in two years.
As for you Ronrey, write your
favorite 3L a poem, sing them a
song or dance them a dance. Better
yet, hopefully you have some other
friends with generic names that resemble your 3L crush, maybe a John
or something of the like for example,
and you can simply forward them a
previously received Someecard. Because lets face it Ronrey, they won't
remember you. Ever. And they probably would be really weirded out. We
would too.

The Forum thanks you.
Diamond Level
Scott Bromann, '77 Glen Ellyn, IL
Daniel J. Buksa, '93 Highland, IN
The Hon. David L. Chidester, '81
Valparaiso, IN
Jay & Nancy Conison, Valparaiso,
IN
The Hon. Roland Herrmann, '57
Green Valley, AZ
John R. Leal, '61 Fort Wayne, IN
Robert Schnoor, '51 Grand Rapids,
MI
The Hon. RobertS. Sykes, Jr., '87
Ionia, MI

Andy and Chas are almost 2Ls (maybe)
and can be reached at forum. valpo.edu.

NickJ. Thiros, '57 Merrillville, IN
Wade R. Nichols, '84 Fishers, IN
Robert Selund, '78 Ogden Dunes,
IN

Aphrodite and Ares: Advice from

TRIVIA

People who have been in Relationships
many cows as people?

2) What city is headquarters for Zero
Population Growth and the Impotence
Institution ofAmerica?

A

3) What city boasts a Board of Trade
that buys and sells half the world's
wheat and com?

Gold Level
·Marcia Gienapp '77 Valparaiso IN
Lenore L. Heaphe}~ '96 Valparaiso,
IN
The Hon. Diane Kavadias Schneider,

4) What U.S. state has the highest

percentage of residents born in other
countries?

'82 Hammond, IN

Laura Kenney, '97 Hartford, WI
David Bruce Kotulak, MerrillviUe,

5) What's the flattest U.S. state?

IN
Wade R. Nichols, '84 Fishers, IN

6) What western state is less than
thrilled to be known as the "Vem1in
State"?

Lindsay Ogle, '05 Granger, IN
William H. Pasch, '67 Waynesville,
NC

7) What state boasts all or part of the
ten largest American Indian reservations?

Bryan and Laura Perrero, '93 Mahomet, IL
Rod Phares, Jr., '05 Paw Paw, MI
Thomas Thanas, '80 Plainfield, IL

1. I have a question that' woman-kind

8) What,state made the U.S. the fourth
largest country in land mass in 1959?

wants answered:why do guys think girls
will always want more?
From, Girl Who Has Needs.

gars who lurk around the local watering holes really like to pounce on law
school guys. I know they are 12 years
my senior, beyond the · pre-wrinkle
stages and their boobs are beginning to
react to gravity, but should I fear them
as competition?
From: A Innocent Kitten Amongst Hungry Lions.

Ockerman, '71 Redondo Beach, CA

David C. Appel, '80 Valparaiso, IN

phrodite & Ares are taking over
for the Juris Doctor of Love
and wou\d \ike to introduce two
new refreshing points of view from two
females that have actually been in relationships. It is time the guys get a little
advice that could help them improve
their relationships.
..- If there is anything that we have
learned over the years it is that there are
NO rules and NO games in love andrelationships! There are no balls and no
courts to play in. There are only two
people, true problems, emotions, desires
and decisions. We welcome any questions that anyone would like to submit.
To all of you 3Ls that are getting
ready to graduate, you will be missed!
The friendships, relationships and fun
times that everyone has shared will always be remembered. We want to wish
everyone good luck in their future endeavors.

2. I've noticed that some of the cou-

The Hon. Darlene Wanda Mears-

Thomas R. Ruge, '76 Monrovia, IN

Forum StaffWriters

For all the gentlemen who say they don't
understand women listen up! Here are a
few pointers that could do you all some
good: First, just because a girl flirts with
you doesn't mean she wants to date you.
Sometimes we just like the attention.
Second, if that flirtation continues it
doesn't mean we want to get marri,ed.
The double standard has to end now
- females have needs too. Third, just
because you did the dirty deed doest.1 't
mean we will get attached. If you seem
to always find the stage five clinger then
you just haven't found the right girl to
have fun with. We are out there.

Jon P. Dilts, '81 Bloomington, IN
Westley W. Duke, '99 Lexington, KY

1) What.U.S. state is said to have as

Danyel Robbins and
Megan Flaherty

Platinum Level

Dan Wehrenberg, '79 Chicago, IL

Silver Level
9) What regional accent did Americans
deem sexiest, most liked and most

Arthur C. Boos, '78 Dallas, TX
Mark Ilten, '75 Stevens Point, WI

10) What U.S. state boasts a town

called Captain Cook?
This is a very serious situation with
which females are forced with to deal.
Due to the already diminishing number
of choices we have at this lovely law
sehool, and yes, this does go both ways,
it is a sad reality that we might actually
have some competition. The good news
is it won't last for long. When these eligib~e bachelors realize their hot cougars
are ready to have kids, get married and
are the same age as their mothers, reality will likely set in.
3. I took the Juris Doctor of Love's advice and followed his list of qualities
that guys look for in girls. I still haven't
landed the dream guy and now find myself as a maid for my crush. What went
wrong?
From: A Dooped Love Servant.

This one is quite simple. Your first mistake was listening to a man that has not
been in a relationship since he was 17
years old. You are going to be a lawyer,
not Betty Homemaker so be yourself,
confident and pleasant, and Mr. Right
will find you. If the problem is that you
are socially awkward, you're in luck.
Law school seems to be a treasure trove
for the socially awkward. If you consider yourself in the normal to somewhat·
normal category, we suggest using a
fine-toothed comb to sort through this
bunch.
xoxo, Aphrodite & Ares

Danyel and Megan are both lLs and
can be reached atforum@valpo.edu.

Jon R. Rogers, 06 Noblesville, IN
Eric J. Sponheim, '86 Minneapolis,
MN
The Hon. Stephen Wolaver, '75
Dayron,OH

Bronze Level
Robbin L. Benko, '04 Chesterton, IN
R. James McCune Jr., '82 Ocala, FL
John C. Voorn, '73 Palos Heights, IL
If you would like to become a patron,
please contact The Forum at:
The Forum, VUSL.
656 S. Greenwich Street,
Valparaiso, IN 46383.
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pAD Hosts Meet and Greet
w-ith Local Attorneys

V ALPO LAW VARIETY SHOW
Student Show Support
for Special Oly1npic
Amber Waggoner
Forum Staff Writer

D
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ozen · of Valparai o Univer ity
School ofLav.. tudent , faculty.
and friends came out to support
the Porter County Special Olympic by
attending the ports Entertainment Law
A ociation ariety Show. The event
was held on Thur day. April 2. at the
Harre nion.
The night's act were judged
by 3L Drew Taylor, Debbte Blennerhasset. and a couple of other folk
including a representative from the
Porter County Special OlympiCs.
Prizes were given for the best group
act and the best solo performance
with the winner· receiving a 50 ca h
prize. However, there were two solo
act winner , Justin Staublin and Karrah Miller, o they each received $25
instead.
The shO\v was free of charge,
but bucket were passed around
during the performances to collect
money for the Porter County Special
Olympics. SELA also promised to
match the total amount of donations
received. At the end of the night, the
event rai ed about $1.000.
The show lasted approximately
two hours and showcased many students
from the lawschool. Justin Staublin,
representing the Student Bar Association, opened the show by singing Stand
by Me. Staublin was able to sing, play
the guitar, play the tamberine with his
foot, and play the harmonica which was
attached by a device that held it up to
his mouth. Staub lin's vocals were jazzy
and soulful, making for. a great beginning to a nice show.
Next to perform was Lindy Hedges, representing both the Womens La
Student Associatin and Jus Vitae, she
performed a version of Carrie Under-

wood' ong "Ju t a Dream'. he ang
the entire ong, \ hich wa not only
beautiful but di played her intricate talent p rfe tly. Repre enting the Porter
County pe ial Olympic wa a very
fun performer Mike a.k.a Elvi decked
out entirely in Elvi ' traditional attire.
performed two of the King' cia sic
ong.
• ext up wa a group called The
Alternate . reprc enting the Law Libertarian , who ang orne of their original
music, bringing some unique ound to
the how a weJI as a lot of fun. The Alternate · fir t ong wa entitled ''HalfAss Hippie".

Special Olympics
Next up was a perfonner representing Multi-Cultural Law Student Association and the Equal Justice Alliance,
who sange a piece from an Italian opera.
Her voice was soothing and beautiful.
She gave an elegant performance.
Representing the Black Law Student Associatin and SELA, Karrah
Miller performed a unique and classically beautiful rendintion of Bob Marley's "Redemption Song.'' Her voice
was strong and sweet, providing for a
rather interesting performance.
Finally, one of the funnest and
funniest performances of the night was
a group act with Nick Poteres representing Hellenic Law Society, Dave Trinnes
and Josh Hood representing the Valpo

Law Running club and Law Libertarian . and Lucy We for both SELA and
Phi Delta Phi. Their performance was
titled Famou Duo and Duet . They
performed everything from Grea e to
Sonny and Cher. but my personal favonte Salt and Pepa' "Push It". Hood
rna) not look \Cry good a Cher or Olivia ·e\\1on John. but it was worth watching every mind bending moment of his
perfom1ance. After the laughs subsided
Staublin came out to sing a few more
songs to close the night while the judges
made there decisions.
Although it wa a clo e competition, the Famous Duos and Duets took
the best group perforn1ance with taublin and Miller in a tie for best solo performances. The winners donated their
prize money to Porter County Special
Olympics.
This fun filled event was coordinated by Lucy Wess, SELA's Philanthropy Chair, and other memebers of
the SELA executive board. Costumes
for the evening were provided by JoBeth Cruz, a Valpo Law alumnae, and
the Chicago Street Theatre. Assistance
for the event was also provided by the
Valparaiso University Union Board, the
Valpo Union staff, and Lorrie Woycik,
who is the director of Porter County
Special Olymics.

Amber J.Vaggoner is a 3L and can be
reached at fonun@valpo.edu.

Students Network with
Members of the Local
Bar
John Bayard
Forum Staff Writer
n April 14, 2009, Phi Alpha
Delta Law Fraternity (PAD)
and the Porter County Bar Association co-hosted a meet and greet at
the Buffalo Wild Wings in Valparaiso.
Both members and non-members chatted and enjoyed food and beverages
with several of the local attorneys in
the county. Students asked a variety of
questions. Several of the 2L students
sought career advice on employment
opportunities and how best to prepare
for the bar. The attorneys themselves
were quite curious about what type of
law different students were interested
in and courses they were taking. Since
several of the attorneys were themselves
Valparaiso University School of Law
graduates, they often asked if certain
professors were still teaching.
A general concern on most students' minds, especially 3L students
soon to be attorneys themselves, was the
job market. While some students noted
they were looking at working around
northern Indiana, many students indicated they were planning on returning
to their various home states. Many of
the attorneys present indicated that they
have been surprised and delighted at the
geographical diversity of the VUSL student body. While most attorneys were
realistic in their answers to students
given the current economic climate,
they generally were optimistic in their
advice on how to secure employment.
Many of the outgoing PAD officers stated that this event is not only

O

great for networking with prospective
employment opportunities, but also
that it is important because by talking
to different attorneys students often
hear about areas of law they might have
interest in learning more about. Ana
Patricia Osan, a loca~ attorney from
Valparaiso, noted that she is excited to
see so many talented people who want
to make law their profession. "An event
such as those held by PAD and other organizations at VUSL are great because
they allow attorneys to get to know the
types of lawyers they might work with
in the future,'' Osan said. Osan works
at Bertig &amp; Associates, LLC and
always enjoys working with students
at VUSL. Osan also stated that PAD
has done a Jot of work in hosting events
and programs which allow students and
attorneys to communicate with each
other. "I am always willing to come to
VUSL and talk to students about their
interests in the law," Osan said.
As the evening wore on, the students and attorneys began to leave and
most conversation became more causaL
Even the staff at Buffalo Wild Wings began to joke around with some students.
Those who are members of PAD indicated that they wanted to continue such
events and even increase the number
of opportunities in which students can
meet attorneys. Some students did joke
that they like to see a new location for
this particular event, not because they
don't enjoy Buffalo Wild Wings, but
because it is so often used as a location
for events. For example, Law Review
had an event there the next evening. [n
general, students, faculty members, and
attorneys enjoyed the event.

John Bayard is a 1L and can be reached
atforum@vafpo. edu.

For the Bible Tells
Me So ...
..
Popcorn and a Movie
with LAMBDA ...
Nikki Knowlton
Forum StaffWriter

T

he
Valparaiso
University
School of Law Lambda Student
Assocation (Lambda) concluded its film series with the thought provoking documentary entitled "For The
Bible Tells Me So." The documentary
covered the growing conflict between
religion and homo exuality, highlighting interpretations and quotes of the
Bible that have become the staple of
those that oppose homosexuality.
The film includes interviews of
several families, diverse in their religious affiliation, ranging from Baptist,
to Catholic, to Christian, and Lutheran. The families explained their stance
on homosexuality and how their lives
were personally affected when a loved
one told them they were homosexual.
Nine parents and four adult children
.talk about their marriages, their upbringing, their theological -reasoning
and their ability to accept or not to accept homosexuality within their families. Most notably is the politician
Richard Gepbardt, whose daughter
- Chrissy is a lesbian.
The documentary follows the Gephardt family while on the presidential
trail and how Chrissy had a positive
impact on his campaign. It also follows the Robinson family, who's son
was ordained by the Episcopal church

as the fir t openly gay bishop.
The film is a virtual who's-~ho
of seasoned theologians and historians who rebuff the fundamental ideas
that homosexuality is against God's
plan or of its rnerc mention in the Bible. One by one, the scholars discredit
many of the interpretations that are
harnessed by the religious community
as the gospel truth. The film compared
Literalists and Theologians, explaining Literalists tell you what the Bible
_!?ays, but Theologians explain what the
Bible means. Theologians preached
acceptance and understanding. They
explained that homosexuality is not a
social disorder, that it's 11ot a choice
and it cant' be changed.
A few quotes stuck in my head
after I watched the film. "The sin is
not homosexuality, but it's homophobia," and "just because it's written in
the Bible doesn't mean we still do it
that way." The last quote was backed
with examples of slavery, oppression

ofwomen, and sacrifices, all of which
are encouraged in the Bible but are
not followed in this day and age.
No matter what your opinion
may be about homosexuality, the film
will open your eyes and invites intellecutal conversations about faith, religion and homosexuality. Lambda put
on a wonderful event, with food and
drinks and the film was well attended.
I hope that this film will be viewed e ery year so that everyone am have an
opportunity to learn and discuss .

SWCJYE!NTS witli a o/.V. i.d. ...
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Indiana's Onfy }lutfientic Spanisli CR.fstaurant
119 £11VCOL!NW;4.~in liistoric tfowntown o/afpo

littp://www. tfonquijoterestaurant-in.com/

Nikki is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.
For more information about upcoming LAMBDA events and current issues, please contact Moses Suarez at
moses.suarez@valpo.edu.
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First 100 Days
PRESI _DENT~ 0BAMA'S FIRST
Mike Duffy
Forum Staff Writer
arack Obama campaigned on
hope, change, transparency and
reform. Yet his first 100 days in
office have been a source of
broken promises, divisiveness, and embarrassment. Let's look at 10 ways the
Administration has failed America:
1. Although Obama guaranteed a new
level of openness and transparency, his
re-taking of the oath of office was done
virtually in secret, with only one stillshot taken and an audio recording to
serve as proof. Was he embarrassed by
his performance during the ceremony
earlier that day?
2. Obama has committed to close Guantanamo Bay within a year, a terrible decision compounded by the fact that there
is no plan for, handling the remaining
detainees. Many nations have refused to
accept freed detainees, meaning that the
U.S. may have no choice but to release
some of them on its soil and give them
welfare to facilitate their "integration"
into society. Why might few countries
be willing to accept these folks? How
about the fact that 62 released detainees
have returned to acts of terrorism?
3. Obama has retained his sh1bbom
insistence on withdrawing _U.S. troops
from Iraq by next summer. Is it wise to
politicize this war? In order to placate
his supporters on the left and to make
the U.S. more pleasing to the eyes of
foreign nations, Obama appears willing to risk collapse in a· healing,"but
fragile"Iraq and the waste of enormous
sacrifices made by U.S. soldiers.
4. In his "Blueprint for Change," Obama
pledged "Sunlight before Signing,"
promising not to sign any non-emergency bill without first putting it on
the White House website for five days
and providing opportunities for public
comment. Yet congressional democrats,
with Obama's blessing, passed the (unlikely to stimulate) "stimulus bill" on a
Friday after making it public only the
night before. Obama also indicated a
desire to end earmarking and pork barrel spending. Obama, to make good
ori this plan, signed into law both a
"stimulus bill" containing roughly $300
billion in "porky amendments," to borrow a phrase from democratic senator
Chuck Schumer, and an omnibus bill
containing 9,000 earmarks.Remember
when Obama said he would go line by
line to make sure tax dollars were being
spent wisely?
5. Obama's administration will most
certainly be historic, if for no other reason than the record breaking projected
deficit of over $9 trillion it has designed.
This 10-year deficit projection is more
than four times the deficit incurred under George W. Bush. How can Obama
and congressional democrats wear a
straight face while excoriating republicans for past reckless spending?
6. Obama proudly signed an executive order banning lobbyists from certain kinds of White House jobs only
to waive this prohibition two months
later. Obama has granted three waivers but also an untold number of recusals whereby former lobbyists merely
promise_not to discuss former lobbying
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interests. A new spirit in Washington,
indeed.
7. For an individual who allegedly has
superb judgment and a superior intellect, Barack Obama sure has a knack for
picking Cabinet nominees. Eight nominees withdrew their names from cqnsideration for different Cabinet positions
for a variety of reasons, including tax
problems in some cases. Tim Geithner
survived the- nomination process, but
not without receiving deserved criticism
for failing to pay $34,000 in taxes until
after his nomination. Doesn't America
deserve better quality leaders?
~- In his inauguration speech, Obama
was emphatic that future generations
receive the "great gift of freedom."
How he plans to achieve this after allotting federal funding to research that
destroys hu'.man embryos and overseas
abortions is beyond my understanding.
Obama has indicated a desire to unite
the country but his decision to undo
conscience protections for healthcare
workers and his support for tht<_ Freedom of Cho_ice Act threaten severe
polarization of the citizenry and the
imposition of the pro-choice philosophy on doctors, nurses, pharmacists
and hospitals.
9. Maybe Obama received a gift certificate from Best Buy with which he did
not know what to buy, but how else
do you explain the 25 DVDs given to
Gordon Brown and the i-Pod given to
Queen Elizabeth? Let's hope the queen
has no problem recharging her i-Pod in
Britain and that Brown can re-gift his
U.S.-spec DVDs, unplayable overseas.
Although unusable electronics are probably still a better gift than the cheap toys
Michelle Obama gave Brown's kids.
Utterly embarra~sing.
10. Obama has eagerly attempted- to
restore what he claims are damaged
relations with foreign nations.While
he rightly pointed out the "insidious"
anti-Americanism in Europe, he could
not pass on the opportunity to criticize
America for being "arrogant" and "dismissive" toward our allies. He told a
French and German audience that "we
got sidetracked by Iraq" and "allowed
our alliance to drift." He submitted a
video to Iran and conspicuously avoided
calling for an end to the Iranian government's efforts to obtain nuclear weapons, its anti-Semitic hate speech, or its
support for terrorists. During a speech
in which he naively called for the world
to abandon its nuclear weapons, North
Korea impudently launched a longrange missile. Does Obama really think
that charming and sweet-talking other
nations will make them like us?Maybe
Obama's f\l.ll bow from the waist to (of
all people) the king of Saudi Arabia
was practice for future kow-towing to
foreign leaders.Obama's spend-andtax strategy, liberal social engineering
perspective and touchy-feely foreign
policy are reminiscent of American life
in the late 1970s. I guess Jimmy Carter
got a second term after all.

Mike is a 2L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu.
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DAYS: MALAISE WE CAN BELIEVE
the national security and foreign policy
interests of the United States and in the
interests of justice."
Forum StaffWriter
This sounds like a reasonable goal
for a civilized nation, besides what's a
little due process going to hurt? Were
bama states that " ... colleges
we somehow thinking that we were goa~~ ~niversities have a r~sponing to just hold these people indefinitely
1>Iblhty to control spualing
with no review at all? I guess all good
costs."
In the first 100 days of President things must come to an end, even unlawful denial of basic human rights and
Obama's administration there have
prolonged torture. That darned Constibeen a wide range of issues on the natution! ·
tional stage from the economy, foreign
Through a series of Executive Orpolicy, education, and yes, even pirates.
ders over the last 100 days President
One very close to home at this point is
Obama has been undoing some acstudent loan and university practices.
tions of the last eight years that some
· Not only is the president calling for rewill regard as a step forward while othform in student lending practices but for
ers will see them as a step back or will
universities to be fiscally responsible as
completely misunderstand, take out of
welL
context and assume it is some sweeping
"The banks and the lenders who
new legislation that will cause us to behave reaped a windfall from these subcome a socialist, baby-killing, terroristsidies have mobilized an army of lobloving state. One ofthe first of the prior
byists to try to keep things the way they
executive orders to fall by the wayside
are. They are gearing up for battle. So
was Order 13440 concerning detention
am 1." ------said Obama.
or the interrogation of detained indiIf president Obama succeeds in
viduals; this was just your run of the
moving all student loans away from
the Federal Funded Education Loan mill torture order issued by the United
(FFEL) program and into the Direct States of America. It has been revoked
and hopefully won't see the l{ght of day
Loan Program (DLP), , what will that
again.
mean for us students? I have no idea
Obama is hard at work here in the
at this point, but I do want to hear the
debate before the idea is rejected. And US lifting restrictions on the State's
wouldn't it be nice if the growing trend Children Health Insurance Program
(SCHIP) helping to. ensure that states
amongst universities was freezing tuwiU be able to provide health coverition rates instead of the rapid increases
age to uninsured children in families
we are seeing now? ·
Obama also states, "So I challenge whose income is too high to qualify for
Medicaid, but too low to afford private
state, college and university leaders· to
insurance. This readjustment will proput affordability front and center as they
vide health care to a reported "tens of
chart a path forward. I challenge them
thousands" of children across the Unitto follow the example of the University
ed States. I think we can all agree that
of Maryland, where they're streamlinthis is a good move, I mean who argues
ing ad~inistrative costs, cutting energy
against childrens' health care?
costs, using faculty more effectively,
An executive order dated March 9,
making it possible for them to freeze tu2009 includes the following language,
ition for students and for families." This
"For the past 8 years, the authority of
is exactly what I want my president to
the Department of Health and Human
be pushing on the national stage who
cares if he gives bad gifts to the Queen ' Services, including the National Institutes of Health (NIH), to fund and
as long as he can pressure universities
conduct human embryonic stem cell reto stop bleeding us students dry.
search has been limited by Presidential
The President has also called indiactions. The purpose of this order is to
viduals from the credit card companies
remove these limitations on scientific
to Washington for a sit down as new
inquiry, to expand NIH support for the
legislation is being drafted for conexploration of human stem cell research,
sumer credit guidelines. The list that the
and in so doing to enhance the contribuPresident outlined included consumer
tion of America's scientists to important
protections against fees,. penalties and
new discoveries and new therapies for
rate increases that are abusive. President
Obama went on to say that the days of the be.nefit of humankind." This speaks
for its self, and I think it's about time.
any time, any reason rate hikes and late
When the argument arises that this will
fee traps have got to end. He also made
encourage people to have babies so they
.it clear that we want "clarity and transcan abort them and sell them to science
parency from here on out," on any forms
that are sent to consumers. Among other just smile, nod and then q~ickly retreat:
This aOm.inistration has been busy
demands were accountability and reguin its first 100 days, and there is no
lation for the credit industry.
On January 22, 2008, President way to represent it here in its entirety.
Luckily the Obama Administration ha_s
Obama s!gned an Executive Order peremployed an excellent web staff to protaining to the detention facility at Guantanamo Bay. This has been a source of vide, in near real time, exactly what the
Administration is doing. ·Notable sites
great concern for many, but unfortunateto visit include the Presidential Blog,
ly it has become an even greater source
The Office of Budget Management and
of confusion and misconceptions.
the White House Home Page, all can be
Obama directly stated, "Merely
linked to from www.us.gov. You will
closing the facilities without promptly
find, as promised on the campaign trail,
determining the appropriate disposia range of multimedia and print'articles
tion of the individuals detained would
updated daily and available as an RSS
not adequately serve those interests .. .It
.
feed. It's like c-span, but a lot better.
is in the interests of the United States
that. .. a prompt and th~rough review
Dave is a 2L and can be reached at foof the factual and legal bases for the
rum@valpo. edu.
continued detention of all individuals
currently held at _G uantanamo, and of
whether their continued detention is in

David Baum
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CUBS GAME AT WRIGLEY FIELD

KABADDI
Tag, Your Nose is broken!

David Johnson
Forum Staff Writer

Y

ou ever wake up in the morning and just wish to get the snot
pounded out of you? I don't.
But I'm quite lazy. For those
of you looking to get in a
vigorous work-out this summer, I have a sport you probably hould try. It's called
Kabaddi, and it gets played
almost all over the world.
Kabaddi is played between two teams of twelve.
Depending on the version,
the number of active players
can range from seven to ten,
with the rest remaining in
reserve. The particular form
discussed here in this article
is the game-style endorsed
by the Kabaddi Federation
of India, otherwise known as
Surjeevani Kabaddi.
The ring is essentially a 150 foot
wide circle that allows a team to break
up into Raiders and Stoppers. Since
the game is divided up into two twenty
minute rounds, with a five minute water

break in .the middle, each team eventually gets a chance to play both ide .
Remember how I aid the game
was tag with attitude? Well, essentially,
all the Raiders have to do is run in from
their side, tag an oppo ing Stopper, and
get back to their safety zone in 30 seconds. They do have to hold their breath
the entire time (cheating is hard to do
because the raider must chant "Kabbadi"' the entire time he's out ide of hi
afe zone, proving he's _not inhaling).

Additionally, the Stoppers are required
to lock arms or hold hands the entire
time so the Raiders have one giant target. Not so bad, right? Just a quick in
and out and you've scored yourself a
point.

CuBs vs Sox: R1v ALRY

parazzi, and Bistro 157 with the final
Ea y in theory, miserable in pracprize being an I-pod. Numbers were
tice. Stoppers get to charge you. They
Rachel Sharron
called approximately every 10 minutes
also get to tackle you and pin you to the
Forum Staff Writer
on the way to the field.
ground. Once one Raider goes down,
The buses arrived in Wrigleyville
all Raiders are required to· immedine hundred twenty students
ately report back to their safety zone
from Valparaiso University about an hour before game time, allowso no sneaky points may be scored. If
School of Law made the trek ing students to eat at one of the many
the Raider goes down for more than
out to Wrigley Field despite tempera- local bars or restaurants. Commers and
30 seconds, the Stoppers earn a point.
tures hovering around 40 degrees to several of her friends hit up Bernie's
If you get tagged and don't catch your
watch the Chicago Cubs take on the Tavern while others partook of the Cubopponent, you're out. If you tag and
Cincinnati Reds on Tuesday. April 2. by Bear and even sushi.
end up gC(tting a face full of dirt, you're
Despite going down in order in the
I. The Cubs won the game with a final
out. If one team gets all the other team's
bottom of the first, the Cubs took tied
score of 7 - 2.
players out, they score 4 bonus points.
For the past two years, this annual event the game at one in the second with a
However, under the Federation rules, if has taken place at U.S. Cellular Field, solo shot by Micah Hoffpaur, and took
you have a man out when you get the
which is the home of the Chicago Willte the lead when Aramis Ramirez scored
opposition's player out, he gets to sub
Sox, but according to 3L Steering Com- on a hit by Ryan Theriot. Cincinnati anback in.
mittee Chair, Kim Cuccia. This year, swered back in the fourth when BranThe game is made further difficult
however, students indicated a prefer- don Phillips scored to tie the game once
because the circle is divided into smallence for the Cubs. The baseball game more, but that was the last run the Reds
er segments making a smaller playing
is just one of several celebratory events would push across the plate as the Cubs
field in it.' If anyone goes out of the
that the Steering Committee plans for went on to victory, tacking on five more
space allotted, the other team scores a
3Ls leading up to graduation, said Cuc- total runs between the fifth and sixth inpoint. The Kabaddi Federation of India
cia. Other events include the 100 day nings.
decided to make the game a little trickThe game paused briefly early on
party, the Cane Walk, and the Black and
ier, so they also added some dress and
when a cat wandered into the outfield
White Ball.
behavior rules that apply to all the playChristy Co~mers, a 2L who grew and ran from center field, all the way
ers of the game, and could potentially
up a Cubs fan, said that she loves going across left and was eventually caught
cause a team to lose a few points (but
to games and that this one in particular on the third base side.
these are all pretty normal, so not worth
Ali-in-all the event went extremewas fun because she got to go with her
digging into).
friends and classmates. ''It was cold, ly well and students seemed to have a
but that's what you get for a game in good time said Cuccia.
David is a 1L and can be reached at fo"It was fun to be there with the
late April," said Commers.
rum@valpo.edu.
Most students took advantage of live atmosphere and enjoy the game,"
the free bus ride to and from the law said 3L Salina Malone. "I had a real fun
school to the game. Raffle tickets were group sitting near me, and had a good
given out to each rider, and the prizes time."
included gift cards to Pastimes, Barnes Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at
& Nobles, the campus bookstore, Pa- forum@valpo. edu.
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CONTINUES
Jolene Karwoski
Forum Staff Writer

G

rowing up on the South Side of
Chicago, you are expected to
be a White Sox fan, plain and
simple. This loyalty is fostered from a
young age with grade school field trips
to Sox games and Sox memorabilia
in every store, gas station, and church
(yes, church) on the South Side. So how
did I become a Chicago Cubs fan? I
could tell you it's because I studied the
history, facts, and figures of each team
and made an unbiased decision. But if
I told you that, I'd be lying. All it took
was one diehard Cubs fan, my uncle, to
make me start wearing my Cubs jersey
to those grade school field trips, and my
loyalty stuck. I was told the Cubs are
great and the Sox stink, end of story.
Although I "bleed Cubbie blue,"
I can't say I was not bombarded with
the White Sox in my face for only the
past 20 years of my life. Remember, I
gre'w up on the South Side, wh.ere the
loyalty is as strong to the Sox as Heidi
Montag's is to Spencer Pratt. I finally
found North Sider heaven after beginning undergrad at DePaul, but I could
not help but wonder, where did all this
trash talk start? It's obvious that it never
really· stops, with all those Cubs and
Sox santa hats popping up in the dead
of winter, but how did we become a
city divided? When looking for answers
(the non-legal ones, of course), I find
it's best to tum to Wikipedia, so let me
break it down for you.
The rivalry dates back 109
years. In 1900, Charles Comiskey
moved his minor league baseball franchise from St. Paul, Minnesota to Chicago and was met with a lawsuit from
Albert Spalding, owner of the Chicago
Cubs and creator of Spalding sporting
goods. Spalding contended that his
team was part of the National League
and that the city of C 'cago had reserved its team as the Chicago Cubs and
could allow no other team. After negotiations, Comiskey was allowed to move

his team to Chicago as part of a new
"American League" on the condition
that the team name not include the word
"Chicago," and that the' home field be
located south of 35th Street. Comiskey
named his team the "White Stockings,"
which had been the original name of the
Cubs franchise from 1876 to 1889. The
two teams stayed in Chicago and have
co-existed ever since.
Many think that the Cubs and
White Sox have been at each other's
throats every season for the past 109
_ years, but it's more like the past 12
years. Before 1997, the Cubs and Sox
only played exhibition "Crosstown
Classic" games which never counted
toward the team winnings, but constituted year-long bragging rights. In my
opinion, these bragging rights alone
would give any Cubs or Sox fan enough
reason to get at each other's throat, but
when you have bragging rights and an
a~ded win on your season tally, it's extra sweet. And so, each year Cubs and
Sox fans anticipate the one glorious moment, besides winning the World Series,
that makes the season complete _ the
taking of at least 4 out of 6 games from
the other team. And despite that fact that
out of the 72 meetings the Cubs have
had with the Sox, the Sox are up 3735 , all that will change in June because
there's always "next year."
So, as you can see, the White Sox
stole an entire city and team name from
the Chicago Cubs and the rivalry has
never stopped. If you'd like to see the
rivalry in action at either the Cubs or
Sox home turf, I hope you bought your
tickets back in February, when probably about one out of a million people
could get them at face value. If seeing
the rivalry in action is not your thing
and you would rather experience it first
hand, just go up to anyone adorned in
Cubs or Sox attire and shout an insult
to that team, no matter how unpleasant,
or a compliment in support of the other
team. Now you can really live.

Jolene is a 1L and can be reached at fonlm@valpo. edu.
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3201 E. Evans Avenue 1Valparaiso, IN 46383
www.inmansvalpo.com

WEDNESDAY
$1.50 PER GAME, $1.50 SHOE RENTAL
ALL. DOMESTIC DRAFT PITCHERS $5.95
ALL DOMESTIC DRAFT 14 OZ $1.50
ALL WELL DRINKS $1.50
DOMESTIC BOnLES $2.00

THURSDAY
COLLEGE NIGHT! .9 PM - MIDNIGHT
$1.00 PER GAME, $1.00 SHOE RENTAL
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TRY OUT ONE OF OUR 10-WEEK SHORT-TERM
LEAGUES.

A GREAT WAY TO

__
369

HAVE FUN!

~EW LEAGUE!

AUTOMATIC STRIKE IN FRAMES 3, 6, & 9.
HIGHER SCORES & AVERAGES!
LEAGUE STARTS: SEPT. 8@ 9 PM
PIZZA PARTY AND TROPHIES ON LAST NIGHT OF LEAGUE!

~Try our new wings!~

